2018 Coral Sea Cruise

W

e have taken a long time to get to the
Coral Sea. In fact we have taken a
work life! Although over the years we
have visited a few times, hiring charter
boats for a week at a time and even spending a
few weeks on Take It Easy with my sister and
brother in law a few years back, it is not until now
that we can take our time on our own boat and
enjoy months of exploring. The Great Barrier Reef
and Coral Sea region is a gigantic playground
where fantasy becomes reality.
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This photo journal documents the most amazing of
all our adventures yet: our 2018 Coral Sea Cruise,
which takes us between latitudes 250S and 200S.
We are not sure how far north we will go when we
start. We intend to explore the southern sector of
the Reef, which also happens to be the least
damaged by coral bleaching. We will reach the
Whitsundays in the bottom of the central section.
The name of the game here is exploring, not
rushing. The Great Barrier Reef is so vast – 2000
kilometers of coast - it will take several seasons to
experience this true wonder of the world.

Let’s talk size
The Coral Sea extends east from Australia and New
Guinea and covers an area of about 4,791,000 km2.
It contains scattered coral reefs and sand cays
which are mostly inhabited by large populations of
seabirds.
The Great Barrier Reef has the largest system of
tropical and coral reefs, supporting the greatest
number of marine life forms anywhere in the
marine world.
The Reef has some 600 continental or mainland
islands (most with fringing reefs) and 300 reef
islands or cays, 87 of which support permanent
vegetation. There are also approximately 2900
individual reefs in an area of 350,000 km2 (over
half of the area of France where I come from).
Most of these reefs are submerged and range in
size from 10m2 to more than 100 km2. It will takes
us years to meander around just a small selection
of these.

Let’s talk marine life
The reef’s vast marine system supports a huge and
diverse fauna, including over 1500 species of fish,
more than 4000 species of molluscs, some 350
species of reef-building corals and over 400
sponges.
Many thousands of crustaceans, worms,
echinoderms, bryozoans, soft corals, anemones
also occur. A large number of species still remain
undiscovered and undescribed. New species are
being found continually.
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The Great Barrier Reef is the habitat and exclusive
breeding grounds for many species of endangered
wildlife, including the Dugong and the largest
Green Turtle and Loggerhead Turtle rookeries in
the world. Its sand cays are the only breeding
grounds for millions of seabirds no longer able to
breed on the mainland due to predators and
human presence.

Let’s talk objectives for this cruise
We have an unofficial objective: to act like the kids
we really are at heart and enjoy the sense of
wonder we can so easily lose as adults. We want to
sail to as many cays and reefs as the wind allows,
visit as many islands in this tropical region as we
can. The seascapes are a feast of colors and
treasure trove of anchorages.
We hope to be able to climb up some of the peaks
and hills that rise out of the sea, to get a sweeping
perspective on the beautiful turquoise water we
navigate through.
We want to see and photograph has many species
of marine life as we possibly can. We know we will
be dazzled. Every dive, every snorkel is an
opportunity to encounter some astounding marine
life forms. It is about discovering, recognizing or
learning to identify species, observing them in
their natural environment.
But most of all, this cruise is about filling our days
with this wonderland and starting the next season
in our life, which we hope we can enjoy for many,
many years to come.

Part One: Capricorn & Bunker Groups
At the very southern end of the Great Barrier Reef
are the cays of the Bunker and Capricorn Groups.
They are renowned for offering the best in reef
viewing, cruising, diving and scenery.
Here is the chart of this wonderful area. The Tropic
of Capricorn passes at 240S, between Lady Elliot
and Lady Musgrave Islands. We started our
exploration at Lady Elliot, which just appears at the
bottom right hand corner of the chart, then moved
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in a northwesterly direction along the chain of
reefs, pushed along by the prevailing southeast
breeze at this time of the year. We did not stop at
every reef. Some are out of bound, being scientific
research areas, and most importantly the weather
dictates where it is best to go. As shown on the
chart the mainland is not too far, about 50 miles
away, so if the wind picks up you head back to take
shelter.

Dream Run to Lady Elliot Island

O

ur first coral cay in what we hope we will
a mind blowing cruise is Lady Elliot Island,
42 miles east-northeast from the Burnett
River. It is the first link in the chain of
reefs comprising the Southern Great Barrier Reef.
We head out on Wednesday 11 July, with a mix of
excitement, relief the day has finally come, and
apprehension it might
not be all we hoped for.
This mix of emotions is
not just about the time at
the Reef, but about our
life choice. The migration
north has been
demanding, we have
pushed hard. On many
occasions we have both
felt a little let down and
disappointed because all
this hard work was not a
lot of fun. We kept
thinking “it will be better
once we get out of the
cold, once we reach the
tropics and can slow
down, once we can take
our time and explore” all
the while also wondering
whether it actually would. Neither of us really
discuss this at length, it is just
a niggling feeling which we
both quietly hope will
disappear!
But just as if to start
dissipating those concerns, we
have a dream run to Lady
Elliot. We cover the distance
in 6 hours, with a steady SE
breeze. You lose sight of land
for a while and this adds to
the feeling of really starting
something special. We are
sailing with main and jib and
both spend the entire time in
the cockpit, soaking it all in. At
one stage a border protection
plane flies over us, really low.
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Then a few minutes later, we get a radio call. “Take
It Easy, Take It Easy, this is Border Patrol, come in
please”. We are asked to provide details of our last
port of call, destination, port of origin. The official
matters sorted, the officer asks “how are things
going for you?” “Pretty good, we respond, we are
going to arrive at low tide and hope to go for a
snorkel!”

Lady Elliot is on the horizon, 9 miles away

Aerial of Lady Elliot showing the cay, its landing strip, the reef and the mooring we tied to

About 9 or 10 miles out, you spot the skinny strip
of land over the ocean and the light tower. Then as
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you get close, the change in the water colour
becomes obvious.

One of the surprises we have discovered
while in Bundaberg is that the Marine
Parks have recently installed public
moorings near some of the cays, as a way
to protect the reef. At Lady Elliot, there
are two, both available for 24 hours. One
is protected from a NE, the other is
protected from the SE which is the one
we take. This is a really good move as
otherwise we would have to anchor in
very deep water, much deeper than we
are happy with. We wished we had 100m
of chain, not 50! But we are heavy
enough as is.
Lady Elliot Island has a tourist resort,
with an airstrip. It discourages yachties
from coming ashore. But we don’t care.
We can snorkel and make an overnight
stop here, to arrive at Lady Musgrave, 20
miles on, in the middle of the next day.
Having arrived at low tide, we
immediately go for a snorkel. The water
temperature is 22.50, which sounds warm
after we have been used to much cooler
temperatures, but even with a wet suit
on you soon get chilly.
We see turtles, lots of bright blue damsel
fishes, scissor tail sergeants, larger
colourful parrotfish, strikingly patterned
yellow butterfly fish and a very large
batfish.
I am very rusty with underwater
photography, and can hardly remember how to
change the Olympus from wide angle to macro.
I am also rusty with just the snorkeling thing! But it
is fun to be in the water.
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We spend ¾ of an hour in the water, then are too
cold and come back to Take It Easy.

Sunset is intense, with a tormented sky.
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The next morning, it is high tide and the waves are
crashing on the reef.
We witness a succession of little planes coming in
to drop off passengers then flying away again. It is
a busy little airstrip first thing, before the wind
picks up.
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Three days at Lady Musgrave

N

o sooner have we unhooked from the
public mooring at Lady Elliot, do we
launch the spinnaker and are speeding
along towards Lady Musgrave, 22 nm
away. There is something exilerating about
scooting along in the middle of nowhere, with
bright sunshine, a lovely SE breeze, and not much
swell.
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We see a few distant whale blows, then all of a
sudden, one whale surfaces right next to the boat,
may be 10 meters away, and a pod of dolphins is
near. OMG… And as suddenly as it appeared, it is
gone! But the best whale encounter is as we
approach Lady Musgrave. A mum and youngster
are just frolicking flipper up in the air, tail out, and
again very close!

Here is an aerial shot of Lady Musgrave. This
shows the entrance to the reef, lagoon, the island
and where we anchored.

Entrance to the lagoon
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We arrive at low tide at
Lady Musgrave. The coral
cay sits on the rim of a
navigable lagoon. The
reef extends a very long
way. You see the cay
from about 9 miles, and
as you get closer, you
can see the masts of
yachts anchored in the
lagoon.
The lagoon entrance is
well marked, but looks
awfully narrow,
especially when you
arrive at low tide! The
water is rushing out of
the lagoon at about 6
knots. We have the
engines running flat out
and doing 2 knots
forward speed. We creep
in the very narrow
entrance, then meander
between the bommies in
aqua water. There are a
dozen boats anchored,
but the 8 public
moorings are vacant so
we end up hooking onto
one of them.
Karm, the mono we met
in Bundaberg is not far
behind! We spotted her
on the AIS as we were
sailing. They must have
had a horribly early start
from Bundy! They too pick up a mooring. We are
invited for dinner on the next night. Tassie lamb
roast… sounds good!
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Typical coral reef: deep water in the foreground, the rust color of the reef at low tide in the middle, aqua water of the lagoon, and in the
distance, waves breaking over the other side of the reef.

We are motoring inside the Lady Musgrave lagoon now, to moor on the left hand side of the coral cay.
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Over the next few days, we explore
different parts of the lagoon,
snorkeling for an hour or so until we
get too cold. The water is a little
warmer than at Lady Elliot, and the
fish quantity and variety is stunning.
It is interesting to note that every
morning is quite windy, 15 to 20
knots, which also coincide with high
tide. But by lunch time, the breeze
abates, the tide is low in the early
afternoon, which is the time to done
the wetsuits, hop into the dinghy and
enjoy the corals and multitude of
fishes. Having worked out the
settings on the Olympus, and being
better at stabilising myself, I get
some pleasing underwater shots.

Moorish Idols and a Blue-Green Puller

A multitude of damselfishes
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Lined Rabbitfish

Moorish Idol and Black-back Butterflyfish
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Painted Flutemouth

Lots of Blue-Green Pullers among the staghorn coral, shimmering in the light, mesmerizing!
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Depending on where you dive, there are some
interesting creatures: lots of clams with their
colourful big mantle, sea cucumbers, and of
course, Wadie!
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We see lots of Green Sea Turtles, even right next
to Take It Easy. One alternates between sticking its
head out, then looking down underwater, not at
all bothered by us.
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Getting on to the island is interesting too. We
anchor the dinghy and walk around and through
the centre of the cay. The pisonia tree canopy
makes it cool. Birds are nesting on the island.
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Reef Egret

Buff banded Rail

Sooty Oystercatchers
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A Look at Boult Reef

W

ith a forecast of light and variable
breeze, it is time to explore a coral
reef that has not got an island. Our
next stops along the coral reefs is
Boult Reef. This reef has an enclosed lagoon.

You have to get quite close before you see
breaking waves, denoting a shallow reef. You see
the characteristic layers of color: dark ultramarine
in the deep water, a line of white breaking waves,
the brown of the shallow reef, the stunning
turquoise of the lagoon, and then in the distance,
the brown reef and white waves again and finally
back to the deep ultramarine ocean.
We’d hate to have been wandering around these
parts before the navigation gear is what it is now!
You can see how easily ships could get into strife.

Layers of colour, so typical of coral reefs
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A few things are different at a coral reef than at
your average open anchorage. For a start you
anchor in deeper water than usual: 10 to 12
meters, which for us is a lot. We have 50 meters of
chain and the same in rope, and like to anchor
with no less than a 5 to 1 ratio. You need to allow
for a full 360 swing and about 3 meters of tidal
range between high and low water. You are very
aware that if anything goes wrong, a change of
wind direction, the anchor dragging, you could be
in deep trouble. If the boat ends up on the reef,
untold damage can be caused.
Along the side of a coral reef, you have to be
prepared for some movement and quite a bit of
current. You really need a calm day as there is very
little shelter, especially at high tide. But on a cat,
and on a gentle day, it is a special experience. The
current also means you cannot swim from the boat
to the reef to go snorkeling, for instance, unless
you feel like being swept away. So we take Peasy
in, and anchor the dinghy.
But the positives are many: the graduation of
colors is simply stunning, you get a sense of being
in a very remote, wild place, you most likely are
anchored on your own, and of course the
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snorkeling is to die for. The underwater seascape is
different again!
Big schools of larger fish, different types of
harmless sharks, including the Banded
Wobbegong, the White Tip Shark, as well as the
more habitual and much smaller damsels,
parrotfish, butterflyfish, although with different
colours and patterns. Yellow fish of all sorts and
sizes abound and really stand out against the reef
and blue water, perfect for underwater
photography.
Here there are deep canyon-like valleys, with
colorful hard corals, and a multitude of fish. Every
coral outcrop is a shelter for damsels, butterflyfish
darting around, Stripey Snappers.
There are dark caverns you don’t dare explore, and
ledges under which some slightly off-putting
beasties hide, such as the Seven-gilled Shark also
known as Ground Shark because of its habit of
sitting on the sand.
When we spotted this 5 meter monster, we slowly
backed out of that trench! No photo to show for
this one, as neither of us were keen on diving
down to get close to it!

Green Sea Turtle
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Chevronned Butterflyfish

Yellow Spotted Boxfish
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Banded Wobbegong

Giant Clam
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Butterflyfishes are well-named: little flashes of
colour all over the reef. These are predominantly
yellow, black and white. You need to look closely
in order to distinguish their species according to
different line and colour patterns. They are very
quick and laterally flattened, which allows them to
fit into tiny crevices and narrow areas when
feeding or escaping predators.

Blue-spotted Butterflyfish

Pinstriped Butterflyfish
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Sometimes, the weather you get is not the
weather which is forecast, and for some reason
unexpected conditions always happen at night.
The forecast was for four days of light and variable
wind. Yet during the night the breeze changed
from the SE which it had been all day to NW, and
the wind reached 16 knots. We guess we can’t
complain too much as variable means the breeze
can come from any direction, but it was stronger
than expected!
What all that meant was that the boat was
suddenly no longer sitting off the reef, where
dragging anchor would not have mattered too
much, to being back to the reef. The wind chop
made us roll most of the night, and we spent an
unnerving, uncomfortable 6 to 8 hours. There
were some big rolls and thumps against the hulls.
We always set the anchor alarm on, but in addition
we had the navigation instruments on all night,
and Wade decided to sleep in the saloon in case
we needed to take action. As if to tease us, by
early morning, all was quiet, no more wind, no
more rolling, boat sitting quietly alongside the
reef.
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As Wade puts it, it was not such a good trial run
for our future expedition to the Swain Reefs!
Lesson learnt: when the forecast is variable, the
breeze can and does come from any direction. It is
probably not what you want for a reasonably
comfortable outer reef anchorage. Best to pick a
steady breeze when we go to the Swain Reefs! But
it is another experience under our belt.
We also like the idea of picking up a big fat
mooring whenever the opportunity is there, as
even if it gets windy and choppy, you have one less
thing to worry about: dragging anchor! This is
probably the biggest fear while cruising the reef. If
you drag into a coral outcrop, you are in deep
trouble. We don’t drag anchor very often, but this
is one instance when we absolutely don’t want to
do that.

Onto Fitzroy Reef

W

hile the breeze is light,
we head off to Fitzroy
Reef, hoping to get
there before the wind
picks up too much on the nose. We
could do with a snooze to catch up
on lost sleep before we have a
snorkel!
We are motoring, which is probably
just as well, since whales are about.
It seems they can hear the rumble
of our engines and get out of our
way, unlike when we sail quietly
and do the stelth sneak up on
them!

Tail lobbing can be a sign of aggression or a display of raw power.

One of them is particularly energetic and
repeatedly tail lobs. It is quite astounding to see it
coming out tail up vertically, thrashing powerfully.
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Our arrival at Fitzroy Reef is at high tide. There is
only one yacht in the lagoon, a catamaran, and
two motorcruisers. With one of the three public
moorings vacant, we grab it. It is our insurance
policy for a good night sleep!

Fitzroy Reef Aerial showing the entrance to the lagoon and the spot where we anchored

We have caught a bonito on the trolling line, so
once hooked onto the mooring Wade cleans and
fillets it, while I prepare the dough for a loaf of
bread.
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Brown Booby on channel marker

Going along the curved channel, we enter the lagoon at mid tide
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Low tide is getting later and
later in the day, something
we had not really considered.
We might have to start using
the Power Dive to still enjoy a
dive during the day at high
tide. For now we done the
wetsuits and go for a snorkel.
We pick a reef closest to the
boat. There is some
noticeable damage to the
reef, with broken staghorn
coral and some rubble which
may have been caused by
storms, but as we get around
the back of the reef the
colors of the hard coral are
vibrant, there is plenty of fish
life, with different species we
had not seen elsewhere and
good visibility.

Black-backed Butterflyfish

But with the sun going low and the lack of
sleep from the previous night, we are tired
and get cold quite quickly. We will explore in a
different spot tomorrow.
By sunset, a large number of motor cruisers
come in to take shelter in the lagoon after a
day’s fishing. Some twenty of them anchor
around us and the lagoon looks like a little city
with all the anchor lights. They are gone at
dawn the next morning!

Scissor-tail Sergeants

Black-vent Damsel with its beautiful pink cheek patch
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Blue-Green Pullers among the staghorns

Humbug Damsel

Barrier Reef Anemonefish
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Vibrant hard corals are a feature of Fitzroy Reef.
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Our last dawn at Fitzroy Reef is wonderfully quiet:
not a breath of wind, a picture of serenity.
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Wondrous Wistari Reef

W

e leave Fitzroy Reef, headed for Heron
Island and Wistari Reef. This is a gentle
spinnaker run. We are not breaking
any speed record but it is a cruisy way
to go. The Humpback Whales are frolicking again
and we see one breaching repeatedly then tail
lobbing. It is different from other whales we have
seen, with extensive white on its belly and sides.
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May be it is related to the all white whale
Migaloo? Further along, as we enter the passage
between Heron Island and Wistari Reef, another
whale is just drifting, as if doing the logging thing,
half asleep. It is such a magic sight to see these
magnificent creatures so close to us and the reef.
We can never tire of them.
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Aerial of Wistari and Heron Island Reefs, showing the mooring we tied to and the area where we snorkeled.
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As we enter the passage, there are two public
moorings, one on the Heron Island side is free, the
other along Wistari Reef is taken by a catamaran.
We decide to pick up the free mooring, then
dinghy across to Wistari where there is a dive boat
buoy we can attach Peasy to. Our aim is to go
snorkeling a couple of times today, as this reef is
renowned for its coral pools.

Before lunch we go at high tide, with the weight
belts on so we can more easily duck dive when we
want to. One of the things about underwater
photography is that you have to get very close to
your subject to get clarity. Snorkeling on the
surface, particularly at high tide, just does not get
you close enough and you end up with lots of
backscatter and blurry shots. We both have our
Olympus cameras and are looking forward to
collecting a good range of photos. Wade is a lot
more adept than I am at diving deep and we get
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different images. He particularly likes clams with
their vibrant big mantles and brightly colour corals.
I love pursuing fish and identifying different
species through their patterns.

The
reef is wonderful. So many different species of fish
to what we have seen to date, in particular varied
types of colourful parrotfish, rabbitfish, different
butterflyfish. The corals are high in colour and
gorgeous too.This could well be our new favourite
spot! Our second dive is at mid tide in the
afternoon and although we attach Peasy to the
same buoy, we go snorkeling in a different
direction.
We spend a day at Wistari, then the forecast
means it is time to get back to the mainland.
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Double-saddle Butterflyfish

Saddle Butterflyfish
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Fiveband Wrasse

Blue Angelfish
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Masked Rabbitfish

Pinstriped Butterflyfish
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Barrier Reef Anemonefish

Beaked Coralfish
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Bullethead Parrotfish

Yellowhead Parrotfish
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Giant Clam
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Part Two: The Keppel Isles
Closer to the mainland are a small group of islands
called the Keppel Isles. There are only about 15
kms offshore of Yeppoon. The largest is Great
Keppel Island. This group of islands is a great spot
because it offers good shelter, a variety of well
protected anchorages, lovely beaches, bush tracks
for walks and very nice snorkeling.
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Anchoring there is less stressful than on the Reef,
and yet you can still enjoy beautiful corals and
other marine life. So we end up spending about
two weeks there.
It is also handy to replenish the supplies, do some
laundry and catch up with people we know!

A break at Great Keppel Island

W

e arrive at Long
Beach, having
spent most of
the day motorsailing back from the Reef.
It is nice to drop the pick in
front of a sandy beach and
not have to worry about
current or reef. It always
feels a little safer behind an
island.
The next morning, we take
Bengie for a beach walk.
She has not been for ages…
probably since Fraser
Island. She always worries
us a little in the dinghy, as
she tends to stand right at
the front, balancing
precariously on the rib.
The walk goes well, with lots of sniffing, scratching
logs and a few fast runs where she takes off like a
bullet and tests Wade’s sprinting speed.

When we get back to Peasy she goes straight to
the prow as usual. But as we push the dinghy into
deeper water, something happens, she loses her
balance and falls in the drink. There is a bit of
crying, and my
first reaction is to
pick her up but
Wade says “let
her swim, let her
swim”. So I do,
reluctantly. She
looks quite funny
with her fur
floating on the
surface and she
paddles like crazy.
She is not crying
anymore, she is
growling!
She swims all the
way back to the
beach, gets on the
sand, then instead
of jumping back in
the dinghy, she
takes off for
another walk!
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Eventually we get her back on board, looking very
soggy. She cleans her fur for ages!

We wonder whether she is going to be worried the
next day, but not at all. Look at her tempting fate
again!
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The appeal of the Keppels is the range of
anchorages to stay at depending on wind direction
and the sunsets with the mountain range of the
mainland silhouetted at night. We never tire of
brilliant orange sunsets.
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But the highlight for us is the underwater
seascapes, yet again. Each place you go to is
different as we had already found at the reef. For
instance in the bay at the northern tip of Great
Keppel, the corals are what is most striking.
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The absolute highlight though is Monkey Beach on
the western side of the island. Here the specialty is
the schools of different fish.

We swim among them, gliding smoothly so as not
to scare them, and they are not at all bothered by
us. Painted Sweetlips, Barracudas, Damsels, they
all congregate in huge numbers. It is astounding!

Painted Sweetlips in the foreground and Maori Snappers with the yellow fins and tails at the back

Blackfin and striped Barracudas
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Australian Damsels mixing with the barracudas
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Painted Sweetlips

Sweetlips in the background, with Philippine Damsels in the foreground
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From time to time in the midst of all the schools,
you get distracted by colourful fish.

Scribbled Angelfish – the most striking colours and patterns – our new favourite

Blue-lined Rabbifish
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Half and Half Wrasse

Moon Wrasse
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Moon Wrasse

Scribbled Angelfish

Gold Banded Butterflyfish
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Still in Monkey Bay, but on the opposite side, it is
different again. You have to dive deep where the
fish are.
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They are bigger in size yet fewer in numbers. But
look at that Green Sea Turtle! We both follow her.
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Humpy Island

P

art of the Keppel Group and yet different,
Humpy is special for its scenic ridge walk
right around the perimeter of the island.
The humps refer to the hillocks. We have
done that walk before, but the views it affords, the
beautiful grevillea flowers at this time of year and
the striking spear-like spikes of the grass trees
make this an interesting wander.

Our anchorage viewed through the grass tree spikes

View towards Great Keppel from the summit of Humpy Island
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Looking south towards Cape Capricorn

Looking southeast towards Barren Island
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Looking southwest towards the mainland
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The one disappointing thing about Humpy Island is the
state of the sea floor. The coral is covered in algae which
chokes it. All is brown, lifeless with very few fish. Some
reefs within Keppel Bay have been affected by both
coral bleaching and flooding and are also experiencing
increased levels of use. This certainly would be the case
at Humpy Island, which allows bush camping. With
increasing use comes greater pressure on marine life.
The reef at Humpy Island has been weakened, making it
susceptible to a microbial takeover fuelled by algae. It is
quite strange as only a few miles away, Monkey Beach is
vibrant.
Reefs must be dominated by corals to be healthy. At
Humpy Island the algae is what dominates. Being our
first encounter with a damaged reef, it is quite shocking.
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It is particularly sad as a few years ago when we came
with Vero and Didier, we saw dugongs. No food left for
them here. Once dominated by extensive stands of
branching Acropora that extend into shallow water,
these ‘staghorn’ corals are vulnerable to impacts caused
by environmental stresses such as elevated sea
temperature causing coral bleaching events, degraded
water quality associated with hyposaline floods events
and physical damage from cyclones, storms and
anchoring. Although we don’t see newly bleached coral,
it is quite likely that the hard coral died from previous
bleaching events and then got quickly colonised by fine
filamentous turf algae.

On a more positive side, we do come
across a beautiful fish, some sort of
snapper or sweet lip. We say come
across rather than catch as this is an act
of scavenging. It fell off the boat of
fishermen who unintentionally beached
their craft in the strong wind the night
before and lost their catch - that and
two bags of Squeegees! Finders
keepers! We had to be quick as an
Osprey was eyeing our lovely fish which
by the way tasted really sweet and fed
us for two meals!
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Miall Island

H

aving spent lots of time around
Great Keppel Island, it is time to go
and explore elsewhere. We still
need to stay at the Keppels as we
have a few things being delivered to the Emu
Park Post Office. There is a beautiful birthday
present book on tropical fish, our
membership kit from the Shag Island Sailing
Group and the Walker Bay bung for Peasy!
Miall Island is a few miles north of Great
Keppel. It is a quaint little islet with a reef
along it, a small sand beach, basalt rock slabs
some of which are covered with oysters, and
a lovely sandy anchorage which we have to
ourselves. Bengie enjoys a wander on the
beach there, loving the grass to munch on and the
rocks to climb on.

It is peaceful, warm and we can just jump off the
back of the boat to go for a snorkel. The reef here
has suffered some damage. There are areas where
algae has invaded the bottom and choking the
reef. It is not as bad as at Humpy Island though.
The fish variety is there, and we do see some
beautiful Scribbled Angelfish and some new fish
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we have not spotted before such as the Rainford’s
Butterflyfish and the Beaked Coralfish. But there is
also some bleached coral. It is quite striking and
oddly beautiful but such a sad warning. We hope
the coral recovers, but because it is mainly
acropora (staghorn) corals, it is susceptible to
bleaching events.
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Scribbled Angelfish

Beaked Coralfish
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Birdwire Rockcod

Rainford’s Butterflyfish swimming over an area of reef choking algae
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It occurs to me that for several weeks we have
been seeing and sharing the jaw-dropping beauty
of a healthy reef. However there has been terrible
damage to the Great Barrier Reef due to a
combination of unusually high water temperatures
and tropical cyclones, all a result of global
warming. When you stay in the Southern part of
the Great Barrier Reef you can be lulled into a false
sense of ‘it is not so bad after all’. Unfortunately
we know that a significant portion of the reef is
damaged, some possibly beyond recovery and as
we travel north, more and more evidence of the
damage will be obvious.
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Back to back bleaching in 2016 and 2017 hit two
thirds of the Reef. 67% of the corals died in a
700km northern section. This was due to a
combination of high temperature literally cooking
the coral, tropical cyclones smashing corals and
exacerbating coastal run off.
81% of reefs were bleached in the northern
section, 33% in the central section and 1% in the
southern sector where we are currently. It is scary
to think what an 81% bleached reef might look
like. It is also terrible to think it might never
recover.
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Back to Great Keppel – Wreck Bay

W

ith the wind forecast to come in from
four directions in a day, we leave Miall
Island and head back to Great Keppel
Island,
but this time pick
Wreck Bay of all
places as our
anchorage. We tuck
ourselves in the
corner, near a reef.
It allows us to spend
a couple of days at
peace. No one
around, it is
heavenly. The water
is crystal clear, you
see the bottom from
the deck of the boat
with its corrugations
in the sand. In the
evening there is a
new moon, a lunar
eclipse and the coral
sprawns overnight.
The next day we
walk on the beach,
take Bengie for a
wander, Wade tries
a kite surf but there
is not enough wind, I
paddle on the kayak,
then at lowish tide
we go for a snorkel well I snorkel and
take photos, Wade
scavenges with his
speargun and
catches three
seapikes for dinner.
It is a care free day
just as we like it!
We are still waiting for one more package to arrive
at the Emu Park Post Office: the bung for Peasy. It
is due in on Tuesday 31 July.
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The reef at Wreck Bay is different: covered with
large flat leafy coral with a few holes full of
anemones and therefore anemonefish. I spend
ages trying to capture good shots of a few of these
shy little fishes, diving down, trying to get face to
face with them. It’s exhausting work, but great fun.
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I see two types: the one with two stripes is a
Barrier Reef Anemonefish, the one with a single
stripe, dark colouring and orange fins is a
Blackback Anemonefish. You would think they
would get stung by their host, but they pick up
antibodies by constantly rubbing themselves
against the anemone’s mucus!

They dart around and hide amongst the tentacles,
then come out to check me out for a brief
moment, before disappearing again. The little
flashes of colour make these a really attractive
specie, but a challenging one to photograph.
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I have one gloved hand hanging on to a smooth
coral head, trying to stabilise myself to take a
decent picture of the endearing little critter. It
takes me a few goes, but I eventually get the shots
I wanted, face to face, anemonefish looking
straight at me.

Do you ever wonder
why some corals are
so colourful?
Apparently corals
increase the
production of
colourful protein
pigments when they
are exposed to more
intense sunlight.
Humans get a sun
tan – corals become
more colourful.
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To Sloping Island

H

aving finally received the bung for Peasy
at Emu Park post office and provisionned
the boat with fresh food, we move on,
however not very far. With all this time
spent waiting at the Keppels, we have actually
enjoyed ourselves and slowed right down. Why
rush north if you are enjoying where you are?
We hesitated about
our next destination. I
wanted to return to
the Capricorn Group at
the Reef, but we need
northerlies to get back
there, and right now,
southeasterlies is what
we have. So we decide
to spend a few days
around North Keppel,
then head towards
Port Clinton and the
myriad islands offshore
of Cape Townsend.
So today, 1 August, we
are exploring North
Keppel Island and its
neighbouring islets.
This part of the
Keppels is much more
rugged and less
frequented, which
suits us perfectly.
There is apparently
great diving off Sloping
Island and Pumpkin
Island, two small islets
off the southern
shores of North
Keppel. We are lucky
and pick up the
recently vacated
Marine Parks mooring
at Sloping Island in the
early afternoon and
are hooked on
overnight.
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Sloping Island Reef has the best coral, both hard
and soft we have seen to date. It is a small area
but packed with diversity, colours and shapes.
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There are few fishes, but those which catch our
attention are stunning. The Firetail Dottyback in
particular is one we had not seen before.

It looks like a little rainbow and hides in the soft
coral. Also new to us and attractive are the Bengal
Sergeant and the Hoeven’s Wrasse.

Firetail Dottyback
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Bengal Sergeant

Hoeven’s Wrasse
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The clams were quite striking too with their
brightly coloured mantles! Here is a wide view and
a close up of the same clam showing the syphon
hole.
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But all is not as we would like. For a while now
we have suspected our marine radio is not
picking up all it should. A climb up the mast first
thing in the morning confirms that the antenna
does not seem right at the top. The fitting is
broken, the unit is loose and can’t be tightened.
We’ll have to order a new unit!
For now we make do with a spare aerial affixed
to the side of the life lines. We will organise a
proper replacement when we get further north,
as there is really nothing much here until Mackay
to easily pick up orders ashore and we don’t
want to head back to Emu Park or Rosslyn Bay.
I think back at the article I recently submitted to
Cruising Helmsman where I talk about our
experience as live aboards and the fact there is
always something to fix! If I had not sent the
photos already, I could have included this one
from the top of the mast!

The unit on the left is what needs replacing.

Always a good view from the top!
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We have now spent two weeks at the Keppels and
thoroughly enjoyed ourselves. Our last day there is
spent on North Keppel, at Considine Bay. We go
for a walk ashore, take Bengie for a beach wonder.
No diving, no kayaking, just a lazy afternoon on
board. It is an opportunity to prepare a post about
the highlights of our time in these beautiful isles,
translate a few posts for my Dad, chat to Véro as
well as Dad on the phone, before we lose internet
and mobile coverage.
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Part Three: The Shoalwater Bay Area
This part of the Central Queensland coast is
gazetted for military training purposes. It adds a
certain spice to the adventure! When Military
training exercises are conducted, the whole area is
closed to the public and the military take the
presence of unauthorised vessels in the “declared
marine danger area” seriously.
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You can be expected to be buzzed by helicopters
and forcibly removed if you are found the area
during training exercises. But outside of the
training manoeuvres times, this area is beautiful,
with amazing inlets, deep sounds and plenty of
safe anchorages. Given that the Notices to
Mariners are clear, we spend a few days exploring.

Port Clinton

O

ur passage of 40 nm north from North
Keppel Island is not the most pleasant
we have ever had: choppy seas, strong
currents, overcast skies. South
easterlies are forecast, and we do get them,
fresh for a while, requiring us to put a reef in the
main and a few rolls in the jib, but then the
conditions lighten and we have to motorsail.
Our intention is to spend a bit of time in Port
Clinton and Shoalwater Bay while we have light
variable conditions at first, then northerlies for a
few days.
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Port Clinton is an impressive inlet, which was
briefly used as a port for shipping cattle. The
entrance is wide but mainly shallow, with
numerous sandflats among which are some deep
channels. The interior of Port clinton is a dugong
sanctuary and we are more than a little interested
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in that! The hinterland is attractive with rounded
hills in the distance. We anchor just under Mt
Flinders at the start of the South Arm in the
company of a few other yachts. The next morning,
it is low tide and we sit quite close to the mud
bank, but it is so serene.

Not being really interested in going up the
Southern Arm which to us looks like midge and
crocodile country, we move to a beach anchorage
on the northern side of Port Clinton which will
enable us to get ashore.
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The bay is full of turtles, not at all bothered by our
presence! What a feast for the eyes. Wade spots a
dugong, near where we anchor, but I am not so
lucky. I get a good shot of a turtle though!

Having this spot to ourselves for my birthday and
seeing so much wildlife is an absolute treat. We
were going to go to Pearl Bay, but having heard a
lot of traffic on the marine radio with quite a
number of boats making it their destination for
the weekend, we thought we’d keep away.
It is lovely to get spoilt with presies: a beautiful
tropical fish book to help me identify the many
fishes we swim with, a handmade necklace of
little shells found on the beach… in all sorts of
shades of ochre, white and charcoal; they are flat
circular disks with a hole in the middle, perfect for
stringing! We wonder what they actually are.
And we have internet and phone coverage, so I
get a few phone calls from close friends and from
my Dad! I am 61 and feeling pretty good after all!
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The evening is peaceful, with a gentle amber glow
in the sunset.
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Pearl Bay

W

e had heard a lot of good things
about Pearl Bay from other
yachties. Although not supposed
to be protected in a northerly,
we thought we’d sneak in to have a look, stay
for the day then move 10 miles further north
to Island Head. That was the plan. So on 5
August, we leave Port Clinton for a brief 5 nm
motor. There is so much coral spawn floating
in the water – beige and smelly!
When we reach Pearl Bay we find only one
large motor cruiser is
anchored there. It is a very
scenic spot. Since we arrive
at low tide, we go right in
the curl of the beach behind
the rocky headland and
throw the pick in 2m of
water. This is heavenly,
protected even in a NE by
the islets. We might not
need to move tonight after
all.
This anchorage deserves its
reputation: attractive, snug,
surrounded with high and
densely forested hills, a long
sandy beach to wander on
and rocky islets dotted along
the bay, forming a kind of
protective barrier.
Absolutely perfect! The islets
actually provide some
shelter from the light
northerly. It is normally an
anchorage for SE conditions
and you certainly would not
want to be here in a strong
northerly, but in a light
breeze, tucked into the
corner, it is just fine.
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We end up spending three days at Pearl Bay. It is a
relaxing time with a mix of beach walks including
short ones for Bengie, beach combing for shells,
kayaking right around one of the islets, seeing
turtles close by and whales in the distance,
watching whistling kites and sea egles fishing. We
make bread, do a round of washing and fish for
squid!
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Wade catches four squids and unexpectedly even
catches a golden travelly on the squid jig, which
gives him a good fight given its size: 50 cms, a few
kilos! Dinner is taken care of for a few days!
This is a rather good spot. Really the only thing
missing is internet coverage. We revert to using
the HF receiver for weather updates.

The islets off Pearl Beach, covered with hoop pines
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Island Head Creek

T

he southerlies return on Tuesday 7th August
and when we should be
enjoying Pearl Bay in
the right wind
direction, we decide to move
only 10 miles further north
and check out Island Head
Creek. We have a nice little
downwind sail. This is another
scenic spot which combines
sheltered anchorages and
apparently good fishing and
crabbing. We are seeing it on
a grey day so it is not as
spectacular as Pearl Bay. We
are only here for an overnight
stop before heading offshore
to the islands, but thought it
might be worthwhile seeing
the lay of the place in case of a future return.

Distinctive Island Head

Inside the entrance of Island Head Creek, proceeding upstream
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Sitting with our stern to the wind in an ebbing tide, so looking downstream!

The anchorages are along the creek thus in light
breezes you tend to sit according to the tide,
rather than the wind direction. In strong winds, it
is a giddy game of what shoves the boat harder,
wind or tidal current. As you proceed upstream
there are large sand banks and shoaling areas
which dry at low tide. So you can be floating a long
way from the shore.
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We have to admit to not being big fans of
anchoring in rivers or mangrove edged creeks full
of sandflies, and the guidebook also recommends
not to swim in the turbid water… crocodiles do
frequent these estuaries! It goes without saying
that this does not rate as one of our favourite
places. It is however very well sheltered and
obviously favoured by catamarans since all six of
the boats anchored nearby are multihulls.

Part Four: Outer Islands
Offshore of the Shoalwater Bay area between
Cape Townshend and Mackay is a multitude of
islands.
The guidebooks indicate that many of these islands
have been largely ignored by visitors. Cruisers tend
to be on a mission to get to the popular Percy
Islands and the Whitsundays, so rarely wander
around these parts. There are at least ten island
groups containing six or more individual islands.
This is an awful lot of cruising territory and to us it
is an invitation to explore!
Some are small rocky islets around a larger one
like High Peak Island or Hexham Island, others are
part of a named group such as the Duke Islands.
Some of them have fringing coral, a few have
lovely beaches and enough shelter to anchor at.
Many are rugged rocky outcrops you just sail by.
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This is a challenging area to sail in. Because of the
proximity of the very large bays of Port Clinton,
Shoalwater Bay and Broad Sound, we experience
the largest range of tides since the beginning of
our cruising, with in places a 6 meter range
between high and low water. This also produces
the biggest tidal current travelling at six knots
across the flow. With this, you have to allow for a
lot of drift, unusual, sometimes uncomfortable
seas with strong currents and overfalls between
the islands. If you are prepared for these sorts of
conditions and work with weather and tide, you
can still explore happily.
We come to these outer islands quite prepared to
meander without a set destination in mind, just a
spirit of adventure. We set off for a few days from
the 8th of August. There is no internet, so we are
without communication and get our forecasts
from the HF receiver, or the VMR.

Cheviot and High Peak Islands

T

he first hop along our island exploration
starts with Cheviot Island. We have a nice
little sail on the jib. No speed record today,
but we haven’t got far to go – about 18
nautical miles from Island Head Creek.
The approach to Cheviot Island is impressive. It is a
rugged islet, sparsely pine tree covered, with
shores of sloping rock. You have to get quite close
before the bottom abruptly rises from 40 to 8
meters. We find there is little shelter, and with the
wind and current running alongside the islet we
are not inclined to throw the pick in and stop. It
feels a little too exposed. Dolphins and a
whale however think that spot is pretty
good!
We decide to try our luck at the larger
High Peak Island, eight miles on. High Peak
Island is quite distinctive from a long way
out. It is also much larger with a definite
cove to shelter in, although the coral flats
extend out a long way.
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The anchorage at High Peak Island feels more
protected, and we arrive at low tide, which is
handy to see how close to the coral wall you can
go. The depth drops again abruptly but then the
bottom levels out at about 12m for ages, staying
reasonably deep all the way in to the coral rubble.
I get worried by the numerous bommies to
venture closer in, so we drop the pick in 6 meters
at low tide over a sand bottom and put out 50
meters of chain. At high tide we will sit in 11 or 12
meters of water. It might have been better to
anchor closer to the southern side than bang in
the middle, but we are fine.

A large pod of dolphins is busy fishing not far from
the back of the boat and a whale is swimming
about a little further out.
It is funny how we are not that far offshore and we
never lose sight of the mainland, but it feels
remote out here. Seeing all this wildlife milling
around, knowing that not so far from the back of
the boat is the drop off with lots of big fish gives
you a sense of being out in the wilderness.
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With the coral wall looking a bit like rubble, we are
not very hopeful the snorkeling will be any good,
but we suit up anyway and go for a brief wander.
As we expected it is not very colourful, but the soft
coral is interesting nonetheless.
We do feel we are quite exposed in these waters
and are both keeping an eye out for sharks. Why
worry when you can obsess! None seen, though.

The next morning, while the tide is high, we
dinghy to the beach with Bengie. It is a mix of fine
sand, gravel and conglomerate of coral and shells.
There are big slabs of rock, right up to a tall
escarpment. It is the perfect spot for Bengie. She
loves climbing on the boulders, digging in the sand,
scratching around dead tree trunks.
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She trots around happily, sniffs, rolls in something
fishy, races off at full speed as she likes to do to
test our sprinting power. Eventually we get back to
the boat, grab some breakfast and head off to the
next island with the tide pushing us along.

Hexham & Shield Islands

E

Ighteen miles west of High Peak Island are
Hexham and Shield Islands. Hexham in
particular gets a great wrap in the
guidebook, being described as having it all
with high slopes, some rainforest and a glorious
clear sloping beach with coral on the sides. We
have high hopes we will like it and stay there for a
few days. Shield Island only a mile away from
Hexham does not provide as much protection from
the SE and from the tidal stream.
We have a nice little sail in light winds – main, jib
and staysail out. It is a scenic area with lots of
rugged islets dotted around and a few whales
frolicking. We can see South Percy Island in the
distance to the north
and half a dozen
yachts are headed
that way. It is Race
Week in the
Whitsundays in a few
days and lots of boats
are sailing to the
Percys for a stopover.
For us it is a week to
avoid!

As we round Shield Island and turn towards
Hexham, we see an older style motor cruiser
heading for our anchorage! It is sprinting in… and
there is a racing yacht anchored there too. What
are these people doing? Don’t they know this is
our spot? Being a cat has its advantages though
and we anchor inside them. All are gone early the
next day and we have this beautiful anchorage to
ourselves! The lively conditions during the night
might have contributed to them leaving. The
current around the islands can tend to make these
anchorages uncomfortable unless you can get
yourself close to shore and you are a cat! But you
can’t forget there is 6m of tidal range and you
need space for a full 360 in case of wind change!

Sailing the islands… Hexham on the left and Shield on the right

Lots of yachts sailing from the mainland towards the Percy Islands
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Arriving at Shield Island and Hexham

Not a bad view from the cabin!
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Our beautiful anchorage at Hexham Island – beach, walk, dive!
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We enjoy our two days at Hexham: beach wanders
early in the morning with Bengie, a couple of walks
up the hill affording great views of the anchorage
and the surrounding islands, a short snorkel
although in fairly murky water, even a load of
laundry!
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Wade is a specialist with the giant clams, getting
some good shots of their colourful mantels. The
visibility is poor though, with lots of particles in the
water and backscatter on the photos. The coral
and fishlife are ordinary, but it is still fun to look
around.

The bommie just next to the boat is a reasonable spot, but the rest is too murky
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Sunset over the craggy rocks on the western side
of the anchorage is beautiful. These rocks are
islands at high tide, and ospreys have made their
nest on top of them. We hear their high pitch call
during the day.
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The Duke Islands

A

whole 8 nm from Hexham Islands and
about 20 nm from the coast are the Duke
Islands. The largest of the group is Marble
Island with a few anchorages for different
wind directions. These islands have been used
extensively for cattle grazing and are managed by
the Duke islands Pastoral Company.
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You can clearly see the effect on the vegetation,
which is sparse compared with Hexham. The
islands look barren and overgrazed.
It is an easy sail there in a light breeze, all sails out.
Bengie is sunning herself on the cabin roof, looking
very happy.

With the next few days of reasonably strong SE,
we go and anchor at the North Face of Marble
Island. It is a quiet spot and we go as far into the
little bay as we can, dropping the pick in 6.3m at
high tide with an expected tidal range of 5m. We
won’t be able to venture beyond the high tide
mark on the beach as the island is a cattle and
deer farm, which is also the case with the other
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islands in the group. It is a bit of a shame but the
signs are clear: Trespassers prosecuted! We do
contact the homestead on the radio. Always better
to make yourselves known and ask for permission,
which we get. But we wait till the next morning to
go ashore at high water, as the very low tide
reveals many rocks covered with oysters – not
good for bare feet!

Although this is a nice and
very comfortable anchorage
in a southerly, we feel a little
restricted. The water is even
more murky here than at
Hexham or High Peak Islands.
I guess we are closer to
Shoalwater Bay and Broad
Sound with a lot of sediment
in the water. So between not
being able to go very far
ashore and nothing to look at
underwater, we feel
somewhat limited with
amusements! At low tide we
are surrounded on three
sides by sharp reef, not good
for inflatable kayaks! In fact
we feel a little too close to them and re-anchor
ourselves further out.

And we can’t talk to our friends or post on our
website as there is no internet coverage nor
mobile phone service.
So we won’t hang around here for very long. Our
intention is to stay in our protected spot for the
next two days, wait for the 30 knot southerly
forecast on Monday 12 August to pass, then sail
north to the Percy Islands.
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The sight of the bay at low tide is worse in the
early morning before the change. Variable wind as

we had found out at Boult Reef means the breeze
can come from any direction, including the
complete opposite to what you would expect:
north in an anchorage protected from southerlies
and of course all this happening in the dark! We
find ourselves with our stern to the beach in 1.5m
of water at 4.00am and shorten the chain to be on
the safe side! Although we float in 80cm, we don’t
want to tempt fate. We end up repositioning
ourselves a second time, not liking the look of
those sharp rocks.

On the bright side, during our stay Wadie caught a
big fish. He fought
with it for quite a
while, not
knowing what it
was in the turbid
water. The bets
were on: the way
it was pulling it
was either a shark
or a ray, either
way it would be
big! In the end he
managed to bring
it in and it was a
shovelnose shark.
They are
supposed to be
good eating, but
he let it go! It was
really big and he
was not too sure
how he would
despatch it. So no fish for dinner, but a nice loaf of
bread is rising in the sunshine!
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Our high tide wanderings give us a different view
of the anchorage, one that is less threatening with
the reef underwater! We find out why Marble
Island is called that way: big slabs of white marble!
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Bengie enjoys her morning walks too, in fact she
has her best ever yet, going from one end of the
main beach to the other and across to the litte side
beach too. Boulder climbs are part of the interest!

There is a nice little lagoon at the eastern end of
the beach. We saw an owl perched on that tree
one morning, but did not have the camera!

The rocks around the shores at low tide at
northeastern anchorage are mean looking. You can
see why we try to keep the boat away from them!

Nasty looking reef at the end of the northwest anchorage we visited by dinghy!
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Marble Island is a cattle and deer farm and we see
evidence of this, with a couple of deer on the side
of the hill. They even come down on the beach
during the night as we notice their hoofs in the
sand first thing in the morning. You can also see
how barren the ground is!
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While we are stuck at Marble Island with strong
winds and not a lot to do, we are plotting a few
things, looking at our next destination and the
weeks ahead.

We are hopeful too that we can briefly have
internet and phone coverage on the way, which
woud be the first opportunity in 10 days to collect
emails, make a few calls and post on the website.

Tomorrow, 14 August, we are planning to head 20
miles NE to the Percy Isles. We can see ourselves
spending a few days exploring the islands there.
Beyond the Percies, we need to make our way to
Mackay, via a few more islands such as Curlew and
Digby islands.

And we want to get in touch with Sue, our dear
Sydney friend who expressed interest in joining us
for a couple of weeks soon. We think Mackay
might be the spot to pick her up and travel to the
Whitsundays together. So we need to make
arrangements with her.

With our departure from the Duke Islands, we will
get further offshore of the big bays and thus hope
the clarity of the water will improve. Not only are
we missing our snorkeling interludes, but we are
also running a little low on fresh water. We need
to put the watermaker to work once we reach a
clean anchorage.

Mackay will also be the next spot to reprovision
the boat. We are running low on fresh food and
treats. Can’t have that, especially if Sue joins us.

Longing for crystal clear water!
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Off to the Percy Isles

A

t last early on 14
August, we leave the
Duke Islands headed for
the Percy Isles. These
are a popular stopover group
amongst yachties on their way
to the Whitsundays, or as is the
case for us on the way to
Mackay! We are headed for
South Percy where there is good
shelter from the SE.
We have one of our roughest
passages ever, a beam run with
a fresh 20+ knot southeasterly
and the tide against us! But with
only about 20 nm to cover, we
grin and bear it. We have a reef
in the main and a few rolls in the
jib. There is a short chop with steep waves. Half
way across we pass a mono going the opposite
direction, hobby horsing badly. We think it is
rough, they would say we have it easy!

Brisk sail to South Percy

Looking back towards the Duke Islands, on the way to South Percy Island
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We had a choice between leaving with the tide
against us in the morning, but a 15-20 knot
southeasterly breeze, or waiting for the tide to be
with us, but then battling against a northeasterly
seabreeze! We decide to head off first thing in the
morning.
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It turns out the SE is rather fresh: 20-25. Some of
the chop is spectacular and we worry the dinghy
which we left hanging low will get pooped, so in a
slightly calmer moment Wade pulls it right up on
its side. We had not expected such conditions out
here.

We round the western corner of South Percy
and follow the coast back along the northern
shores, to go and anchor off Rocky Shelf Bay,
close to the northeastern end of the island. We
are a fair way out from the beach and may
reposition ourselves closer in at low tide, when
we see what reef there is. Unfortunately our
hope for clearer waters is dashed, it is still
murky. As for our hope to have communication
on the way, that too is thwarted. It looks like we
will need to get much closer to Mackay before
we can attend to calls, emails and website posts.

Middle Percy Island from our anchorage at South Percy
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Having arrived by mid morning, we don’t waste
time and go for a nice walk along the beach. We
even follow what looks like a dry creek bed which
brings us next to some deep ochre cliffs, a nice
find. It looks like there are opportunities for bush
walks, as the vegetation is sparse, at least at our
end of the island.
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We are bare feet today but we will return
tomorrow with proper walking boots.The beach is
surprisingly free of any kind of rubbish, one of the
more pristine shores we have seen to date!

The next day, with proper walking boots on, we set
off for a wander, starting from the ochre creek bed
and climbing up the hills to the other side of the
island. The walk up the grassy hills is easy and the
views panoramic. Half of the island is covered with
trees, the other where we are is just grass.
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The island must have been used at some stage for
something as we find some rusty machinery. We
will have to find out from the leaseholders at
Middle Percy what that was about.
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We head back to the boat late morning and decide
to head off to North East Island. The water is a
beautiful ultramarine colour with lighter patches
of turquoise. Although beautiful it is a little offputting. You could be forgiven for thinking you are
going over very shallow patches, but when you
check the depth sounder all is fine: 38 meters of
depth!
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We reach Blunt Bay on the northern side of North
East Island and although it is well protected,
anchoring over coral opposite a stony beach which
is only accessible at high tide is not that appealing.

We anchor for lunch then move on to Middle
Percy.

Northern shores of North East Percy

The anchorage at Blunt Bay, North East Island
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You cannot come to the Percy Isles and not stop at
iconic West Bay on Middle Percy. This is the mecca
for cruising yachts.
We have had anchorages to ourselves for the past
two weeks, but not at West Bay. We are the 14th
vessel anchored! Half of them are gone the next
morning though. Despite the crowds, the setting is
very pretty, with a nice beach and a lagoon that
totally dries at low tide.
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The island is leased. Cate Radclyffe and her
husband John Morris are the current leaseholders
and live there permanently. They have been active
at restoring the structures, one of them the
famous A frame hut which was given a new tin
roof recently. In there every yacht that has visited
has hung a momento with their name. It is a bit of
a tradition, like at Refuge Cove on Wilson’s
Promontory, only much bigger! We will have to get
to work and make a sign for Take It Easy!

We go ashore to check out the A
frame hut. There are signs hanging
everywhere, even in the loft!
There are a few walks through the
island so we will be here for a few
days.
We find out there is a get together
ashore tonight. The locals have
cooked a goat and invited everyone
in the bay for a feed at the back of
the hut. It’s an excuse to socialise.
“Bring your grog and some vegies
for the pot” says the invite! So we
join in, have a nice evening and a
pretty tasty meal. It is in fact a celebration for a
couple of yachties who have just got married!
We get to chat to Beaver, a guy about our age who
is on a motor catamaran, doing lots of fishing and
free diving. It is a great opportunity to enquire
about good dive spots, so we pick his brains. His
favourite spots are in the Capricorn and Bunker
Group, which offer the clearest water. He
particularly talked about a few reefs we have not
been to: Broomfield, North and Hoskyn reefs, so
these are now on our list for a return trip.
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He was not so encouraging about the Swain
unfortunately because of the tradewinds. It blows
hard there, too much for his liking given how
remote they are, which is food for thought for us.
Bait Reef and Hook Reef off the Whitsundays were
also on his recommendation list. But his absolute
favourite is north of Cairns – noone there, some
reef damage after the cyclone, but still worth the
effort. We won’t get there this year, but maybe
next year!

With many boats gone the next
morning, we re-anchor closer into
shore in front of the entrance to
the lagoon.
We take Bengie for a walk. West
Beach is not as much of a hit as the
beach at South Percy, but she on
the other hand is a hit with the red
yacht as she sits on the prow of the
dinghy when we motor back! They
had never seen a cat on a dinghy,
nor running on a beach on a lead!
The next morning is a little more
acceptable to her. She particularly
likes climbing the rocks near the
lagoon entrance.
It is funny, now that she is
accustomed to daily walks, she is
ready to go first thing in the
morning, and holding on with her
‘business’, preferring to dig in the
sand rather than in her litter box.
We like this better too!
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Most mornings we watch in awe as a Brahminy
Kite fishes in the bay. One day, a tuna is chasing
little bait fish which are jumping out of the water!
The kite follows in the wake. It is a spectacular
sight!
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Every morning, the Brahminy Kite does tight turns
and low passes over the water, watching bait fish
and garfish swimming around. And all this is
happening amongst the anchored boats.
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Our stay at West Bay is a delight. We go ashore for
a walk daily. One wander takes us up to the
Homestead on the ‘short track’ for a long chat with
Cate and John and the two Steves. They tell us
about some of the history of the island and their
challenge to be self-sufficient. It is subsistence
living, but a lifestyle choice. They are deeply
connected to the land and true care takers.

Another day, we walk to Rescue bay on the
southern side of the island.

They have been here for 10 years and Cate’s family
had the lease before that, so there is a long term
relationship to the island. We find out about South
Percy too and they tell us about the wreck of a
barge which people tried to haul out, hence the
winching machinery we saw. The island used to be
leased for cattle grazing.

At high tide one day I decide to get into the kayak
and paddle right into the lagoon to check out the
bottom. We can quite easily go in and beach TIE in
there at high tide. It would be a rather good bolt
hole in a cyclone too.

We feel very welcome. Steve even makes us a cool
drink of ‘lemonade’ - freshly squeezed lemons and
island honey, a real treat after the walk up. We
take the ‘long track’ back down to West Bay.
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We typically get back to the boat mid afternoon
and a couple of whales are frolicking just outside
the bay, and best of all we hear whale songs –
what a thrill! It is even clearer when we get in the
water with the snorkel to keep our head
underwater. It is a mix of high pitch howls, clicks
and deep growls.

We are really enjoying this spot but will be moving
on to the next islands before the SW blow on
Sunday. We are thinking of sailing to Curlew and
Rigby Islands, then onto Mackay. Let’s hope we get
some internet coverage on the way!
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Another morning walk takes us to Rescue Bay on
the southeastern side of the island. It is a gorgeous
bay with a big sand blow, an anchorage inside the
reef which you can access at high to mid tide.
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We will come back here on the way back south for
sure. The water is clear and there is coral to dive
on. You can see South Percy Island in the distance.

Last night at West Bay, Middle Percy. A nice sunset to remember it by.
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Hiding at Curlew Island

A

southwest blow is on its way and we
decide it is time to move
on. West Bay at Percy
Island would not be very
well protected and rather than
go back to South Percy, we head
out to Curlew Island, 20 miles
west. It is a motor-sail in very
light conditions. As usual we get
to see a few whales along the
way.
The island sounds interesting,
described in the guide as the
jewel of the area with glorious
golden beaches and spectacular
high ground. So between the
weather conditions and the
attractiveness of Curlew island,
we might be here for a few of
days.
There are two anchorages each protected in
different conditions. We go to the northern
shores, throwing the pick in front of an impressive
bluff on our lonesome.
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There has been a fire on the island probably a
month or so ago, judging from the re-growth
starting, so this makes for a steep but clear
scramble up to the top of the hill overlooking the
bay. The views from the top, particularly towards
the Eastern anchorage at Davidson Bay are
spectacular. There are so many islets all around!

Davidson Bay

Treble Island in the foreground, Bluff Island behind it, and far in the distance Middle Percy!
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During the afternoon, five boats turn up in the bay:
a couple of motor cruisers, a mono and two
trimarans. This is the place to be for the blow! The
forecast SW change comes late on Sunday night –
typical! Wade let out all the chain earlier in the day
and we are glad he did. The gusts are ferocious
and poor Take It Easy is bucking like a bronco. It
feels stronger than the predicted 30 knots. I am
regretting not to have deflated the kayak and put
it away; I have visions of the wind getting under
the nets and lifting it away. It is tied down, but…

Wade wishes we had parked the wind mill which is
making jet plane noises in the worst of the gusts.
Too late now!
We check things out in the morning and all is okay.
We reckon some of the gusts are reaching 40
knots, judging from the spray being lifted off the
water but we are staying put. We are boat bound
for the day. Bengie is not impressed she misses out
on her morning beach walk! “What? I have to use
the litter box??”

Boats anchored at the other end of the bay

30+ knot gusts with Knight Island in the distance
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After the SW blow passes, we have two days of
light variable conditions and are not too sure
where to go. The truth is Curlew provides shelter
in a variety of conditions and we probably could
just stay here, just shift anchorage. But we have
seen this place and would rather move on. Digby
Island, in the Beverley Group is an option. It is only
a few miles away but puts us at a better angle for
Mackay to avoid a series of shoals. So we might do
that on Tuesday, 21 August. As the breeze eases,
we go ashore to see if we could climb the bluff
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overlooking our beach. No luck without a serious
bush bash… We end up dinghying back to the boat.
Not long after our return, we get a visit from the
little trimaran anchored in front of us, Asteroid.
Graham and Neville come along in their inflatable
kayak, knock on the hull, say “hello Wade, hello
Chris, we have been following you for years!” It is
always nice to meet people who have read our
stories and articles, and Graham seems to have
read every single one of them! As he said it’s like
meeting up with
long lost friends!
They have
towed their tri
from
Scarborough,
north of
Brisbane, to
Sarina on the
coast across
from here, and
are on a 6
weeks wander
– off to the
Percys then
the
Whitsundays.
We spend a
couple of
hours together
chatting about
cruising,
weather
patterns in
this region
and
exchanging
information
about
anchorages.

Dawdling along at Digby Island

W

e managed to make
a scratchy call to
Sue, hoping to make
arrangements for
her to join us in Mackay,
however she is not well enough
to come up. It is a pity, but we
will try to get her on board on
our way back South in October.
We are in no hurry to get to
Mackay now, but still need to go
there at the end of the week to
reprovision and pick up our
replacement aerial. We had
ordered it online, had it sent to
Murray and Maree in Melbourne
since we had no idea where
we’d be. And now, after another
scratchy call, we have asked them to forward it to
the marina. It is always a rigmoral to have things
sent to us, but post offices and marinas seem to
work.
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Sailing away from Curlew Island

For now we wait for the tide to start ebbing and
the wind to ease, then head off to Digby Island, 10
miles North East of Curlew. It’s a bumpy ride in
short steep chop with the wind on our beam, but it
is soon over and we arrive at the Beverley Group,
consisting of eight islands, with Digby the only
viable anchorage.

The anchorage is opposite a rocky beach with a
small strip of sand and a triangle of islets giving it
extra shelter. It reminds us a little of the spot in
the Furneaux, between Cat, Store and Babel
Islands. There is some debris on the beach,
including the wheel house of a fishing boat, so a
trip ashore to investigate is called for after lunch!
The islands all around are attractive, such as the
Bluff on the way across and some of the islands of
the Beverley group. All make for interesting
scenery and geology, being “continental islands”
as opposed to coral cays … of the same bedrock as
the mainland. They are the tall peaks of a
mountain range that got flooded. It is interesting
to look at the shape of some of the cliffs too.
Compare the bluff on Curlew Island and Bluff
Island…
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Hull and Beverlac Islands

Still Islet, just opposite the anchorage
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We can’t resist a walk ashore. First we check out
the wreck. It looks fairly recent! There are clothes,
sheets, batteries, pipes, an engine shaft, galley
implements and all sorts of things! Scavenging
time for Wade.
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Then we walk up the hill. There has been a fire,
probably a fuel reduction fire like at Curlew Island,
which makes the climb easier, although we come
back covered in charcoal!

It is well worth the effort though. The views at the
top towards the islands of the Beverley Group are
spectacular and we even have internet coverage
so we are both checking emails and website
messages!

Hull and Beverlac Islands to the North West of Digby

Noel Island at the Northwest end of Digby
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King of the mountain!

We’ve got internet coverage! Time to check the weather forecast!
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Views of the anchorage – A mono has turned up!

Noel Island, west of Rigby Island
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We see a few unexpected pea flowers at the top
popping out of the charred ground, and back at
the beach a Stone Curlew is true to its name,
immobile like a stone among the beach boulders.
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Bengie enjoys her beachwalk the next
morning, being particularly interested in
the wrecked boat. She stands on her
hindlegs and puts her head through one
of the port holes to look inside, like a
sticky beak! She is a little perterbed by
all the debris on the rocks and looks a
bit nervous, all fluffed up and skittish.
She has a short wander, but soon hops
into the dinghy and miawl to return to
the big boat, so we take her back,
earlier than usual. As is her habit she is
right on the front precariously balancing
on the rib and guess what, all of a
sudden she is in the drink again! It all
happens silently except for the big
splash and unexpectedly given how
calm the bay is. Wade grabs her out of
the water straight away and puts her
back in Peasy. Not a cry, not a grawl, no
complaints… just a soggy water rat
looking beastie. It is really odd.
Back on TIE she spends a while licking
her fur. She gives us this “I am not
impressed” look. We told you not to
stand on the rib, Bengie Girl!
We leave her to her grooming and go
ashore again armed with boots and
mobile phones. We are off to the
summit again to download our emails,
make a few calls and check the
weather. Light northerlies are forecast
for the next four or five days and the
only anchorage protected in a
northerly is back at Curlew Island. The
alternative is to go to Mackay, but we
are not interested in staying that long
in a marina in a hot breeze!
So we wait for the flood tide in the
early afternoon and motor-sail back to
Curlew Island.
We are pleased to have come here
though. We had a beautiful anchorage
in a scenic spot, a very quiet night, got
some exercise, reconnected with a few friends…
We would easily come back to Digby Island.
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Just as we get ready to leave, a couple of whales
frolick just a short distance away, a mother and
calf.
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Back to Curlew Island

W

ith northerly weather on its way, the
only place to find a sheltered
anchorage is back on Curlew Island. So
we motor-sail back, but this time to a
different anchorage initially on the southern side
of the island for one night. There is a small strip of
sand visible at high tide, but it is very rocky a long
way out at low tide. Still, worth a wander ashore,
and there is some good scavenging happening – a
crate to put our snorkeling gear in, a buoy which
we may or may not keep, a very big and shiny
looking ‘Qantas’ lure.

We climb some way up of a hill with our phones to
get internet. We had scheduled a series of a three
posts on our website and the third has just been
published, with comments to respond to. We
manage to get enough coverage to do this and
download our emails as well as the weather
update. It is just as well we don’t have to climb too
far as I am on my second hypo in a couple of hours
and haven’t got the energy! With all our daily
exercise, I have had to drop down the insulin dose,
which is a good thing, but if I can’t complain about
high glucose levels anymore, I do have to worry
about the extreme lows! Can’t win…

A Curlew on Curlew Island – A stone Curlew!
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With the northeast breeze arriving in the early
afternoon, we get ready to move anchorage again.
We have some trouble getting away though as our
anchor is stuck around some rock. We try
motoring forward and sideways, to no avail.
Fortunately being close to low tide, we are in only
5 meters of water, so Wade lets out some chain
then dives down to investigate. The chain and
anchor are wrapped around a coral bommie. He
pulls the chain out of there and we are on our way.
We motor just around the corner to a small beach
on the southwestern side of the island… a smaller
beach with no possible walking up the hills, but it
is well sheltered. We are here for one night then
make our way to Mackay.
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Mixed Time at Mackay

L

ow on supplies, high in laundry load, overdue
for easy internet and phone contact with
family and friends, we make our way to
Mackay on Friday 24 August. The conditions
are light, so we motor-sail all the way for the 50
nautical miles from Curlew Island.
As we approach the Mackay Harbour we are struck
by the number of ships anchored offshore. We
count about 40! We have never seen anything like
it, not even at Newcastle in NSW. Look at our chart
plotter screen, and it is only half of them!

It is all a bit surreal as not only do we weave our
way through all the anchored ships, but there are
also a few Humpback Whales milling about, coral
spawn in the water and beautiful Brown Boobies
flying above the boat - a case of nature meets
industry!
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The boobies look very interested in our trolling
lure. I have vision of them diving and getting
hooked up, but thankfully no drama happens. They
are really stunning birds.

As usual it is my job to bring the boat into the
Marina… always a bit nerve racking when you have
to back into a pen and the neighbours are
watching, but with hardly any wind, it’s a perfect
park! We are in the cat’s corner.

Can you spot TIE? We like that it stands out from the crowd of white cats!

With 6m tides, it is a steep walkway when the tide is out!
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We had planned to stay at the Marina for two or
three nights, to give ourselves enough time to do
tons of laundry, reprovision the boat and catch up
with friends.
The Marina is a long way out of town and there is
no shuttle service between it and the town centre,
which is a bit inconvenient since other than a few
restaurants there is nothing locally to shop for
groceries. We end up having to hire a car to get
the shopping done. But we manage, going halves
with another couple, Gail and Les from Scallywags,
a mono we saw at Curlew Island.
It is also an opportunity to check out a couple of
catamarans for sale. The first one we see is a 49
Aitkinson, big and well finished although a little
dated, however the beds are north south and we
would have to climb over each other to get in and
out of bed – one side against a bulkhead – a big no
no for us. So we don’t go any further. The second
one we see is a Grainger 50. It is a winner of a
boat, very well equipped and very tempting, with
everything that opens and shuts. But it is very
expensive, more than we want to spend and a bit
too minimalist in its décor inside - everything shiny
white with beige upholstery – not our thing… and
although two of the 4 beds are east west, they are
not island beds and have no bedside space
between the mattress and the walls. For us to
spend the money, the new boat has to tick all the
boxes. So for now, we wait. It is only the third one
we have looked at. No rush… We will keep an eye
on it though. You never know, they might drop
their price over time and we could then afford to
make some aesthetics changes.

While at the marina we catch up with Mick and
Lyn who bought Medina years ago and live in
Mackay. It is really nice to see them, show them
around Take It Easy, which they had never seen in
the flesh before. But it is sad to hear about their
endless string of troubles with Medina. They left
her unattended for way too long once they moved
to Mackay from Greenwell Point in NSW.
When you don’t use a boat everything deteriorates
very quickly. Engine overheating, rusted engine
mount, clears and nets rotted out, deck paint
flaking. She now has a new engine and new mount
and Mick has managed to sail her to Yamba, where
we saw her on the way up. He is trying to organise
to sail her to Mackay, but it is a long way north.
When you have limited time and there are things
to fix before she is seaworthy, it is not that easy.
Let’s hope they get it done soon and lavish some
TLC on her. They would have so much fun sailing to
the islands!

Remember our previous boat Medina? Seen here at Yamba
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Having done all the social things
and the house jobs, we move on to
boat maintenance. Wade gets up
the mast to instal the VHF aerial
we ordered to replace our defunct
one. That goes very well and we
get a clear signal on the radio now.
However what is not so good is his
discovery at the top of the mast: a
tear in the genoa furler that looks
very nasty. The aluminium foil at
the top of the furler has been
rubbing on the swedge of the stay
and there is a 3 to 4 inch tear in it.
We get in touch with the local
rigger who books us in for an
inspection the next day. We winch
him up the mast and his
immediate reaction is ‘oh shit’ –
never a good sign – followed by
‘that’s knackered, you’re about to
lose your sail because the split pin
could fall out anytime, same with
your spinnaker attachment point,
oh and the staysail furler is on its
way out too’. Right – not what we
wanted to hear! And we are so
pedantic with TIE’s maintenance!
He initially recommends we
replace both furlers with
ProFurlers, a rather expensive
exercise at about $5K each, but he later finds out
that our furlers are probably made by Reefurl, an
Australian company based in Airlie Beach which
has a twenty year warranty on their gear and
indicates they will do the repair under warranty!
You’ve got to trust your gear to give a 20 year
warranty! Let’s hope the furlers are in fact
Reefurl’s and not some knock off, since there is no
obvious brand name on ours! In the meantime
Mark replaces the split pins so we at least can get
to Airlie Beach without fearing a collapse of the
sails underway.
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We contact Reefurl ourselves later and make an
appointment to see them first thing on Friday. We
have two days to get to Airlie Beach some 65 miles
away. Luckily the conditions are super light and we
can motor sail all the way in two hops. We leave
Mackay on the Wednesday, head to Goldsmith
Island, then continue to Airlie Beach the next day.

Part Five: Whitsunday Islands
We are now officially in the Whitsunday Islands,
probably as far north as we will go this year. There
is something special about being here on Take It
Easy rather than on a charter boat, probably
because these islands are so renowned with
spectacular anchorages.

Although these islands are very popular and you
share anchorages with many boats, especially a
large fleet of charter yachts, the setting is
extraordinary. The islands rise majestically over
vibrant ultramarine water in the distance, then
turquoise near the sandy shores and reefs.

The 74 Whitsunday Islands lie between the
northeast coast of Queensland and the Great
Barrier Reef, spread over a 100 nm miles - a
massive stretch of coral teeming with marine life.
Most of the islands are uninhabited. They are
characterized by dense rainforest, a few hiking
trails up impressive peaks and white sand beaches.
The town of Airlie Beach on the mainland is the
region's central hub.

So once our furler dramas are sorted, we leave
Airlie Beach and spend a month exploring these
iconic islands and resume our snorkelling
activities! Sue joins us part way through.
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Dash to Airlie Beach for repairs

U

nlike what we had originally envisaged for
our sejourn in the Whitsundays, we make
a dash to Airlie Beach from Mackay, only
briefly stopping overnight at Goldsmith
Island. Our normal island hopping ways will have
to wait. We are on a mission to get to Airlie in time
for a meeting with Reefurl on Friday 31 August.
We are a little keyed up. It could all go very well
and we get our furlers fixed at minimal expense, or
it could be very expensive and we have to buy two
new furlers. Either way, we haven’t got a choice.
What will be will be!
It is lucky the conditions are light and we motorsail the first day with all sails out, tempting fate I
feel. We motor the next day with no sails up, so no
pressure is put on the furlers and we feel a little
less tense.

The last thing we want is to further damage them,
have part of them tear away completely and end
up with a rip in one of the sails underway! That
would be particularly scary.
Ignorance is bliss sometimes; when you don’t
know there is any damage, you go without worry,
getting as much performance from the sails as you
can, but now that we know the extent of the tear,
we suspect things are going to get worse if we
keep using the furlers. So it feels much safer on
the passage from Goldsmith Island to Airlie Beach
to go under motor only.

Wade tempting fate with both sails unfurled!
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While at Goldsmith Island overnight, we meet up
with Doug Haynes from the Gippsland Lakes
who is on a delivery trip. With the help of
Michael and Robyn who are also from the Lakes
and are trimaran sailors, they are taking
Barruch, a 56 monohull, from Hamilton Island to
Southport. The team was keen to catch up and
waited for us for a day. It was nice to meet up
and we shared a meal together. Robyn and
Michael were great and cooked pizzas for us all.
They were Doug’s galley slaves while he sat
back!
But after pleasure comes pain! We are not the
only ones to have boat dramas. Having got back
to TIE after dinner, we got a call from Doug: “We
have battery problems, have you got a spare
battery and jumper leads?” Luckily for him we
have. Barruch’s starter and house batteries were
flat as a tack and they could not start the genset.
Wade ended up bringing our generator, jumper
leads and battery charger to get some charge
into their start battery and get their engine and
generator going. If we had not been there and
with the right gear, they would have been in
trouble! Wade certainly earned his dinner that
night, getting back to TIE at midnight. These
racing monos that travel light, with no tools nor
spares are a worry! And it does not help that
Barruch’s only way to charge batteries and
operate the electrical systems is to run the
engine or start the genset – no solar panels!
The next day, after a brief beach walk with
Bengie, we head off to Airlie Beach. The islands
look stunning, with high peaks on some of them.
There are whales frolicking about. We will explore
all this on the way back South.
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Pentecost Island
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Our distinctive colours make our arrival at Airlie
Beach obvious. We are welcome by a few fellow
catamaran sailors who have spotted up: Paul and
Sjani on Skellum, Julianne and Hugh on Sans Souci,
and we are even approached by Easy cruisers from
For Ever Dreaming, who apparently follow our
adventures. We like that there is something which
sets us apart, which is original about Take it Easy.
However before any socialising can start, we have
to remove the genoa and staysail from the furlers,
ready for our appointment the next morning with
Rogin Taylor from Reefurl. It takes a while to get
this done. Wade has to climb up the mast while I
belay him; he releases the staysail first. I pull it
down and fold it neatly, then it’s time to get Wade
to the very top of the mast to release the genoa.
Being a much bigger sail, it is a bit of a job bringing
it down and the packing is nowhere near as neat
even with Paul’s help who has hopped on board
when we weren’t watching!
Sundowners are on board Skellum and
it is great to catch up and unwind. We
have anchored opposite the entrance
to Abell Point Marina, a handy spot to
get to the public jetty the next
morning, but not comfortable with a
beam chop running most of the night.
Our meeting with Rogin of Reefurl the
next morning goes quite well. As we
thought might be the case our two
furlers are not his. It seems they are a
knock off… So it won’t be a warranty
job. But although he could have easily
said ‘bad luck, not my problem’ and
sold us two brand new furling systems
of his, Rogin is prepared to provide
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replacements parts, carry out repairs and make
improvements to our system, which we are
extremely grateful for.
He assesses what needs to be done and we hope it
will all work out after the weekend when he will
carry out the repairs. We think he sees this job as
an interesting challenge! If he can successfully do
the repairs, it will end up costing a quarter of what
two brand new Reefurl furling systems would be,
so we can’t complain! But we won’t know how
feasible this is until Rogin sees both furlers laid out
on deck. In any case, the existing gear has to come
down one way or another.
We may also need to get the two sails shortened
at the top if they don’t fit properly with the new
system.
We need to drop the staysail furler on deck before
Monday, when Rogin will come on board to do his
magic. The genoa furler will come down on
Monday once the first repair job is completed.

So the easiest for us is to motor off to a protected
anchorage for the weekend, and get that sorted.
We choose Nara Inlet, sheltered from northerlies
which are forecast.

During the day the Inlet is practically empty. But by
the end of the afternoon it fills up! So many boats,
particularly down the end of the inlet which looks
like a little city at night with all the anchor lights!

I lower the Staysail furler and stay using the topping lift

Wade detaches the whole thing from the deck so we can store it on the side, out of the way
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Now let’s get into the nitty gritty - some technical
information with drawings and photos to help
explain. The first image is a sample of what the
properly constructed foil should look like. The
orange PVC tube is where the stay is fed through.
The stainless steel stay does not touch any metal
and fits snuggly so it cannot move.

Below is what our staysail and genoa stays and
existing foils look like - no visible tube for the stay
and the foil rests on the swedging. You can see the
start of wear on the right side of the aluminium
foil for the staysail. It is much worse on the genoa
foil with a 3 inch raggedy tear on the side.

This is how the inside of the foil should look!

Existing set up on for staysail before repairs are carried out

Damaged foil of genoa furler
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The work begins in earnest on Monday and Rogin
starts on the easier staysail furler. At least we
thought it would be easier, but it takes much
longer than expected, as we are all learning along
the way. Rogin makes a new top block and pulley
for the foil to enable us to raise and drop the sail
along the furler track without needing to climb up
the mast, he also replaces the disks on the drum. A
full length orange tube is put in to slide the stay in.
Although we did find one was in there, it was not
long enough and had slid off which is what caused
the damage. We then move to drop the forestay
which is 15m long so it is an interesting exercise to
bring it down, resting partly on deck with the
bottom end and drum on the jetty.

New top block for the staysail furler

Both the staysail and genoa furler drums need
some work done so the orange tubing around the
stay fits.
A few hours later, Wade climbs up the mast and
we get the inner stay and furler back up.
The work on the genoa furler is much faster
although it is the most damaged. The torn top
section is cut away and a new section with top
block riveted on. What is left of the existing orange
tube is removed and replaced by a full length one.
The repaired drum and disks are put back on.

New top block for the genoa furler

By that stage the sun has gone down, and Wade
climbs up the mast to reattach the stay and furler
under torch light. It is quite an awkward job to put
the pin back in because the stay is so long and
heavy and bows in the middle. There is much
grunting from all of us!
By 6.30 pm I lower Wade down, we pack away the
tools and clean up the quay which is covered with
metal filings. By the time everything is put away
and we have cleaned ourselves up, it is too dark to
move the boat out to anchor outside so we stay
put for the night. We sneak out at first light the
next morning. What a marathon of a day!

Both drums and guide arm are adjusted

Lots of cutting and grinding
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The next day, we get our sails adjusted, get a bit of
fresh food shopping done, instal the two sails on
the furlers and the day disappears.
We get Rogin’s bill and can’t believe how little he
has charged us for his time. We try argueing with
him to pay what we think is a fairer price for him,
but he sticks to his guns. We are absolutely blown
away by his generosity. The post on our website
sings his praises and I publicise it on “Women Who
Sail Australia” on Facebook. We sincerely hope he
gets some business out of this.
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We thought we were ready to go and have fun the
next day, but on the way back from town the
dinghy engine gives us trouble. It has been
misbehaving for a while and we decide it is safer to
get it looked at by a Honda dealer while we are
here. We end up staying two more days while it
gets fixed! Boats – always something to repair! It
turns out there was water in the carburator. A new
bowl has been ordered, but for now the existing
one is cleaned up and works again. We will pick up
the new carbie bowl later.

To Hook Island at last!

A

fter over a week spent at Airlie Beach, we
finally are able to leave on 8
September for an explore at the
northern end of the Whitsunday
Islands. It is good we have dealt with
everything that has cropped up. We want to
be free of trouble and safe.
On the motor-sail from Airlie Beach to the
Stonehaven Anchorage, we pass a whale
and her calf. They are not at all bothered by
us, appearing totally relaxed in the water.
Mum is spy hopping, obviously deciding we
are no threat. She lets her calf frolick as we
slowly drift past. The little one is on its back,
fins in the air, snow white belly showing out
of the water. What a gorgeous sight.
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Although we try to anchor at Stonehaven Bay so
we don’t have to worry about exceeding our time
on a mooring, we can’t get the anchor to stick and
give up. We pick up one of the moorings. There are
still some free ones in the afternoon, so we don’t
worry about moving.
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We go for a quick snorkel without wetsuits on,
expecting the reef not to be very exciting. We have
a look around and take a few shots of the damsels
around the coral heads. We don’t last very long
just in bathers and there is not a lot to see anyway,
but it is pleasant enough.

We don’t go very far at all the next morning: to
Black Island, a couple of miles away, where Paul &
Sjany stayed overnight and spotted a bird of prey
on its nest, but are not sure what it was. As we
suspected, this is a beautiful osprey. The nest is
huge and lots of greenery has been added to line
the messy twigs. In fact we see two ospreys.
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The area with its sandbank and cays attract a lot of
birds. We see a few oystercatchers and sandpipers
too.

Black Island with Stonehaven Anchorage where we have come from in the
background

Coral imprint in the limestone, looking like a fossil

Part of a dead Painted Crayfish. Wade would love to find a live one!
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We happen to be moored next to a Fountaine
Pajot catamaran, the Orana 44, which is a vessel
we are quite interested in. So on the way back
from our walk around the island we stop over to
say hello and ask the guys how it sails. They invite
us on board and we get to have a good chat to
them. The interior is as we saw on the web, very
nicely appointed, spacious with a very practical set
up. The boat comes standard with air conditioning
and a 9.8 kva generator. The sleeping quarters are
larger than on TIE, with plenty of cupboard space,
and the bathrooms are much better, not to
mention there are three, not just one. As far as
sailing performance, although it is bigger than TIE,
it is also nearly twice the weight, so what you gain
in length and payload is lost in sailing speed. Like
TIE it sails at about half the wind speed, peaking at
12 knots, and Marc and Leanne do all their
passage calculations at an average of 7.5 knots, so
a fraction better than TIE since we base ours on
6.5; but our top speed has been up to 16 knots
even if not for very long. We regularly do 8 to 10
with no stress.

Equipped with two 40 HP diesels, It would
certainly motor better than TIE. They do 8.5 knots,
against our 6 knots speed under motor.
So the verdict is that this boat probably would not
sail as well as TIE but would be a more
comfortable boat for us. The Orana is more
streamlined and less truck like than a Lagoon, but
still not ideal. For this reason, we are not sure this
is the boat for us, as it would be nice to get
increased speed for faster passage making, as well
as better accommodation all round. We will see
what happens later in the year. No hurry!
There is an Orana for sale in Pittwater and if it is
still around when we get back to Brisbane, we will
fly to Sydney and check it out. It is too hard to do
this now with the distance, lack of frequent direct
flights and Bengie who can’t be left alone on the
boat for more than two days in the tropics.

Glen Coco, Marc and Leanne’s Orana and Take It Easy at Black Island
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Our next move for the morning is across to
Langford Island, only a mile or so away. It is such a
beautiful setting: aqua water, a long sand spit and
the islet. The colours are to die for!

Langford Island
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No sooner have we hooked onto the mooring, four
big Bat Fish appear, staying around the back of the
boat. There is a bit of current, so it is hard to get a
good shot of them. They all look a bit wobbly!

Wild Orchids

We go ashore and climb up to the lookout, for a
nice view of the anchorage and surroundings.
There are bottle trees, wild orchids, great views,
but without a breath of wind it is SO hot!

Wobbly Bat Fish

The view from the Langford Island Lookout, with interesting trees, the Spit and Stonehaven anchorage in the distance.
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We eventually get to Butterfly Bay, pick up a
mooring and stay there overnight. Time to check
out the reef!
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We have to say it is very ordinary compared to the
Keppels and Southern Reef, but there are still a
few nice hard corals and little fishes to admire.

All the bays on Hook Island which are open to the
northeast have suffered damage to most of their
reef in the 2017 Cyclone Debbie. So Butterfly,
Manta Ray and Luncheon Bays, which offered
possibly the best snorkelling on Hook Island, are a
sorry sight. There are upturned coral heads,
broken branches and the water clarity is poor.
When you know what a healthy reef looks like, it is
quite sad.
The scenery is beautiful though. Most of the
anchorages in the Whitsundays are surrounded
with tall, heavily treed mountains overlooking the
turquoise waters which are so typical of the
tropics. It is really special to be here on Take It
Easy, even if we have to put up with a huge
number of yachts, especially the fleets of charter
yachts of which there are many. The good thing
about them is that we get weather scheds even
when we are out of range for phone and internet
coverage!
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One of the things we find awkward in this northern
region is that most bays are either very deep for
anchoring, or full of rubble and coral bommies. So
far on this trip we have had the chain wrapped
around rocks twice, which is OK if Wadie can dive
to the bottom to clear it, but in 12 meters plus,
Weaky Wadie can’t hold his breath that long! So
anchoring is best avoided. We are therefore reliant
on picking up a public mooring. However, unlike at
the Southern Reef, the moorings are only for two
hours not twenty four, and unless you can pick one
up by three o’clock when you are allowed to stay
for the night, you keep having to shuffle off! It is
tedious. Some of the bays, such as Butterfly Bay
have enough moorings available that you don’t
feel too bad if you overstay, but at places like Black
Island, boats will wait just outside of the mooring
area and the pressure is on once your two hours
are up!

We are a little bit naughty and move in the early
afternoon from one mooring in one cove in
Butterfly Bay to one of the many moorings in the
adjacent cove. Being the last boat in that cove, we
figure all the other boats have to move before we
need to. A few do and a fleet of bulky charter cats
turn up: Lagoons and Leopards.
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At low tide we done the wetsuits and go for a
snorkel just off the boat. It is not fantastic, with
lots of particles in the water and very turbid water,
but the soft coral is interesting.
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Australian Damsel, with its iridescent blue markings

A Bengal Sergeant, just perfect for a Bengal cat!
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Turquoise & blue at Blue Pearl Bay

T

here is something about the hues of a
tropical sea that never ceases to astound
us! Turquoise and blue are two colours that
dominate, whether you are looking at the
ocean, the seascapes or even the fish.
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We sail from Butterfly Bay to Blue Pearl Bay on
Hayman Island the next morning. We manage to
pick up a mooring and enjoy a dive and a walk
ashore. It is a nice part of the Whitsundays!

Yachties are normally not allowed to wonder along
the tracks at Hayman Island, which has a privately
owned resort. But it is still under repair after the
cyclone and won’t be open to guests for another
year or so. We figured noone is going to tell us off
if we have a leg stretch. We saw a few beautiful
critters along the way.
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At last we also had some decent snorkeling. Even
though the island was battered in the 2017
cyclone, and the coral has been damaged
extensively, the fish life has returned. Parrofish,
Sergeants, Surgeon Fish which are all so important
for coral recovery, are back in their vibrant
colours.

They were particularly striking against a fairly
‘beige’ uninteresting background, and we saw
different types we had not seen before. The fish
book came in handy for identification later!
Considering the poor visibility, we are pretty happy
with our images.

Chameleon Parrotfish

Two Bengal Sergeants and a Whitley Sergeant
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Festive Parrotfish – you could hear it munch on the coral!
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Festive Parrotfish together with various Sergeants

Two indo-pacific Sergeants poking their heads out of a little cave
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And then there were the batfish – like a welcoming
committee as soon as you pick up a mooring. They
lurk under the boat, munch on the algae which
grows on the hulls and generally loiter about. They
are quite inquisitive and very big, at least 50cms
round!
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In the shadows of the hulls and with a lot of
particles in the water, it is hard to get a clear shot
without backscatter, but we tried. In fact I spent
quite some time under there, getting wacked by
the spinning boat in the swift wind!

Peace and quiet at Macona Inlet

T

here is only so many mooring shuffles one
can handle. We had enough of the crowds
and of feeling guilty about overstaying on
the moorings and ended up motoring south
to Macona Inlet for a bit of peace and quiet and
the ability to throw the pick in not so deep water.
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Surprisingly Macona Inlet was not crowded… a few
yachts anchored at the entrance, one further
down, and then us nearly as far as we could go
without getting stranded on a sandbank or caught
in coral rubble… no concern about being pestered
by waiting boats, just beautiful.

One of Bengie’s beaches!

The water is not clear in these inlets, but it is nice
to take the kayak for a paddle and explore around
the edges. Macona and Nara Inlets are known as
breeding grounds for hammerhead sharks, so this
is not a good swimming area. In fact, some years
ago Nara used to be called Shark Bay, but got
renamed so as not to scare the tourists away!
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Off to the Outer Reef

I

t is excitement plus as
we head out from
Macona Inlet to the top
end of Hook Island, in
readiness for a departure
towards the outer reef the
next day. We have a few
days of light and variable
conditions and have
decided to escape to Hook
and Bait Reefs.
We take off from
Luncheon Bay where we
spend a bouncy night in
the chop, and head for
Hook Reef.
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There is nothing quite like arriving at the outer
reef. At Hook Reef there is no island cay, just a
hook shaped reef to hide behind in shallow water.
You go from an ultramarine ocean with 60m+
depth, to the turquoise and aqua waters inside the
reef wall, weaving your way through the bommies
to anchor in 6m at high tide.
We get there just after low tide, anchoring in 4m
of water. The colours are so stunning! Turquoise
and aqua all around, with a dark line of
ultramarine marking the outside of the reef wall in
the deep water and brown patches where the
coral bommies are.
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There is not a soul in sight. We have this whole
place to ourselves – unbelievable, but so good!
Being low tide we go straight for a snorkel, Wade
armed with the spear gun, me with the
underwater camera! The water is clear and we
have good visibility. Some parts of the reef show
storm damage, but on the whole, it is healthy, with
lots of different corals, ferns and a great variety of
fish, big and small. It is a real treat for the eyes and
we spend ages in the water which is lovely and
warm.

Boxfish

Blackback Anemonefish
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It’s not choppy, I am just sinking!

Surprise find of the nasty Crown of Thorn Starfish in a rock crevice
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After an hour or so, we get out of the water. I
develop my photos, which is always a real
pleasure, although a few are quite dark with some
backscatter. Wade tries his hand at fishing. A
blacktip reef shark gives him a good fight all
around the boat, but we let it go… Too beautiful,
too big, and we have enough to eat already!
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A few hours later we are sitting inside the
horseshoe of Hook Reef at high tide and look
around: not a soul about, it looks like we have
anchored in the middle of nowhere… very surreal.

Early the next morning the conditions are totally
calm: not a breath of wind, not a ripple in the
water. It is so otherworldly.
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And because it is so calm, the water clarity is
extraordinary and our underwater shots look
crystal clear… what a treat!
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The elusive Sixband Angelfish – it took a lot of effort to get this shot!
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Swimming in the middle of a bait ball – amazing to watch the sudden changes of direction!

My all-time favourite underwater image – amazing clarity, beautiful reflections, lots of little Pullers
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With the forecast changing and the return of the
trade winds due overnight, we think it best to go
back to the islands, but before doing so, we visit
Bait Reef and its famous Stepping Stones. It is a
different feel at this reef because it is not possible
to anchor. You have to pick up one of 8 or 9
moorings, and they are pretty close together.
We have a quick snorkel at mid tide to get a feel,
but it is not as leisurely as at Hook Reef: more
concentrated around the pinnacles.

There are also commercial dive boats there and
more yachts. So you don’t get the sense of
isolation and have to share the site with lots of
tourists. The Stepping Stones are however really
different. They are 18 coral pinnacles with
abundant fish life and corals all around. It probably
is best to dive with tanks to really get a good look
at greater depth rather than just snorkel. But there
is also a platform reef which, although damaged
and with little live coral, still attracts lots of fish.

Aerial shot of the Stepping Stones – Bait Reef
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We reluctantly leave the Reef early in the
afternoon and return to the Islands, anchoring at
May’s Bay along the Western shores of
Whitsunday Island. In the end the trade winds
don’t return until Monday afternoon, so we could
have stayed overnight at Bait Reef. We would love
to go back to the Reef and check out more of Bait,
Hardy and Line Reefs as well as Hook. So we will
keep a close watch on the weather, and if we can
return we will. We think Sue would be absolutely
blown away too!
Disaster strikes with my Olympus TG4 camera in
the evening. After taking out the SD card to
download all the photos, then attempting to
recharge the battery, the camera locks up. It
won’t turn on or off. My attempts at trying to
restart it are futile. A good look on the internet for
a fix does not uncover a solution. There are quite a
number of other punters complaining about the
same thing… a possible case of moisture in the
circuitry. I try all sorts of things to reboot it, but no
luck. I mull over this during the night. A repair is
not worth the cost and I don’t want to be without
an underwater camera for weeks so I decide I will
buy the latest model, the TG5. In the morning, I
phone Airlie Beach camera shop, but they haven’t
got any and will take ages to order it in. I then get
in touch with Mackay Camera House, order one on
the phone and get it express posted to the Airlie
Post Office! Job done.
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All the way to the top!

Y

ou can’t come to the Whitsundays and not
climb one of the two peaks, the Cairn on the
northern end of Whitsunday Island, or the
Whitsunday Peak in the centre of the Island.
The views over the group of islands are stunning.
To get to the Cairn, you have to pick up one of only
two moorings at the top of the Hook Passage.
Anchoring is not really an option with 18m depth.
On our way back from the Reef, we go past the
anchorage, hoping to climb the next morning, but
the moorings are already taken. So we keep going,
anchoring at May’s Bay, and the next day we make
our way to Sawmill Beach, Cid Harbour.

Cid Harbour is a very popular spot with lots of
boats anchored there, but it is a large and safe bay
and Sawmill Beach is the starting point for the
Whitsunday Peak walk. It also has an easy walk to
Dugong beach, a much quieter spot. So we warm
up on the first day with a wander there, then turn
our sights towards the Whitsunday Peak on the
next day.
It is worth starting really early in the morning
before it heats up too much as the track is steep. It
takes us an hour and a bit to get up there. We had
climbed the peak many years ago when we were
bareboat chartering, but it is well worth the effort
to return for the views.

Sawmill Beach, Cid Harbour. TIE is the second boat from the back.
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Looking west with Cid Island in the center and the mainland in the
distance

Looking to the northwest, with Sawmill Beach in the foreground,
Daniell Point in the center and Hook Island in the background

Looking south with Gulnare Inlet in the foreground, Hamilton Island
and Dent Island in the background

Looking to the north-east of Whitsunday Island, with Border Island
in the distance
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Welcoming Sue on board

W

ith Sue arriving on 20 September, we
reprovision the boat, do the big clean
up and are ready to welcome her. It is
always exciting to have friends join us,
but Sue is one we particularly enjoy having on
board. She has shared a lot with us. She was there
when we delivered Medina to her new owners.
She was with us when we first discovered Take It
Easy, she came on the delivery trip from Pittwater
to the Gippsland Lakes, she has been with us to
the Prom a few times, to Deal Island in Bass Strait,
to Lord Howe… She loves an adventure, relishes
sailing, does not get sea sick, can entertain herself,
will snorkel, bush walk if it is not too steep, or sit
back and relax if we are boat bound by the
weather. She does her fair share of the chores on
board as well which is important to us. The sailing,
we can handle just Wade and I, but it is nice to
have friends taking charge in the galley, making
cuppas, giving a hand with the tidy up. Having
visitors does not mean waiting on them. You sit on
your bottom and expect the boat fairy to do it all
for you and you don’t get invited back!
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Sue settles in to her cabin, and then in the
afternoon we head out to Woodwark Bay, a
mainland bay just north of Airlie, to get some
protection from the strong bout of south easterlies
forecast for the next few days. It is a bit of a
shame: blowy as soon as she arrives, we have to
take shelter in the one spot for a few days. There
are many more boats in Woodwark Bay than we
expected, probably because with two consecutive
shark attacks in Cid Harbour and baited drum lines
set up across the bay, yachties are quite rightly
reluctant to hang around that area. The waters at
Woodwark Bay are not much clearer than at
Sawmill Bay, mind you, and we keep our swims at
the back of the boat very brief.
We end up spending three days there and
somehow occupy ourselves: fishing, beach walks,
lazing around on board, reading… We catch
several breams and a school shark – all pretty good
eating. The fish cleaning attracts lots of silver gulls
which are fun to photograph in flight.

Wade filleting a school shark after we watched the how to video on U Tube!
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The seagulls are very interested by the fish cleaning activity and hover at the back of the boat – photo opportunity!
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Off to Hayman and Hook Islands

T

here are only so many days you can spend
in one spot with limited opportunities for
walks and no snorkeling! With the wind
easing slightly, we make a run from
Woodwark Bay to Blue Pearl Bay on Hayman
Island. It is a welcome change of scenery and an
opportunity to get Sue in the water for a snorkel.
We are lucky enough to pick up a mooring at lunch
time and stay on it overnight. With a few of them
becoming vacant, we don’t feel guilty!
The snorkeling is good fun and a good test of the
new Olympus TG5 underwater camera. Very clear
shots, and it seems to be a faster camera… a lot
less delay when taking the shots. No corals but lots
of parrotfish and fusiliers, which are a good sign
the reef is recovering. And when we get back to
the boat, the batfish are patrolling under our hulls,
much to our delight.

Schlegel’s Parrotfish – brilliant colours and new find!
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Yellowtail Fusilier

Steephead Parrotfish – another new find!

Sixbanded Angelfish – a new favourite!

This stunning Highfin Parrotfish was fascinating to watch: vertical and motionless, letting the
cleaner fish peck at it! There is one on his tail and the other on his cheek!
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The Scissortail photo bombed the shot of the two blue-lined Rabbitfish!

Beaked Coralfish

Blue-lined Rabbitfish
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The next day we move briefly to Black Island, to
show Sue the beautiful Ospreys. There are four of
them… magic.
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Lots of beautiful cowrie shells collected on the
beach!
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Finally, we move again to spend
the afternoon and night at
Stonehaven. We have a brief
snorkel, but the visibility is poor.
So there is little to see here. I do
get startled by a rather sizeable
school shark though, which leaves
me feeling a bit edgy, because it
appeared out of nowhere and was
quite swift. Sharks are really well
camouflaged. When you look at
them from above, they are dark
and blend in to the dark water. If
you look at them from below,
their white belly blends into the
light sky above. Even though this is
a small shark that is unlikely to
bite humans, it is a good reminder
that murky waters are no place to
be. We all feel uneasy and none of
us wish to hang around in the
water. No need to tempt fate! So
we return to the boat.

Australian Damsel

Macro of the soft coral… like tiny little flowers
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We hear on the news that six sharks have been
caught and shot on the drum lines at Cid Harbour
and the carcasses taken offshore. It seems such a
pointless exercise.
I once heard someone say there are no dangerous
sharks, just dangerous situations, which can be
true for many wild animals. There are
environmental conditions that can often facilitate
the success rate of a shark’s attack and thus
increasing the danger to humans.
Time of day – dusk and dawn are high danger
times due to the position of the light. Sharks
remain camouflaged and hard to spot, making it
ideal for them to hunt. It is also a time when all
fish are active.
Animal remains or fish in distress – a stimulus like
spear fishing most definitely can attract sharks.
When Wade catches a fish with his spear gun, he
keeps the fish out of the water and swims back to
the dinghy because a bloody or dying fish is likely
to attract pelagic species who would love to eat
our dinner!
Bait balls can be a big warning sign – when small
fish swarm in a tightly packed formation, often as
a defensive mechanism against predators, chances
are if you put yourself into the bait ball you put
yourself into a feeding frenzy. Bait balls are
amazing to observe but from a distance!
Rainfall and river mouths – after a rainfall,
nutrients run into the ocean and bring up fish to
feed, which in turn can attract sharks. In addition
to this the visibility through the water can greatly
decrease, which is ideal for ambush predators like
sharks. Even without the rainfall event, many of
the bays in the Whitsundays are turbid. The water
has been murky as a result of the last cyclone and
you cannot see what lurks in it.
Drop offs and deep water – they are great
opportunities for sharks who like to hunt near
them. We see this more readily at the outer reef,
like at the Stepping Stones or the Manta Ray
Dropoff at Bait Reef.
Most people who work and study sharks oppose
shark nets and shark culls, not just because they
are against the death of sharks, but because they
know these methods are ineffective.
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Reacting to shark attacks by culling them in the
name of public protection is rubbish. It is not
about helping people but rather looking like you
are doing something. Education about sharks,
telling the general public about what behaviours
are risky and encouraging people to take
responsibility for their own actions would be far
more useful. We should never forget it is not our
ocean.
So it is not that difficult: don’t swim in murky
water, don’t swim or paddle around at dusk dawn
or at night, don’t enter water where dead
carcasses or injured animals are!
It is upsetting to have people mauled, but some
common sense precautions could have prevented
the recent attacks. It is only after these traumatic
accidents that we started hearing the bareboat
charter companies say on the radio “don’t swim in
murky water and avoid swimming at dawn and
dusk”. That is what all these tourist businesses
should have done in the first place!

More snorkeling practice

W

e are hoping to return to the Outer
Reef, but for this we need calmer
weather and we also need Sue to be
comfortable with snorkeling. So while
we wait for the right
conditions, we explore
different bays and enjoy
good sails. On one day we
leave Stonehaven and
instead of going directly to
the top of Hook Island, we
sail right around, down the
bottom, through the Hook
Passage and back up!
Luncheon Bay at the top
end of Hook Island is a
good practice run for Sue.
The water there is a bit
choppy with some current
so it takes more energy to
swim around. The visibility
is not good, but we still
manage to spot a big
wrasse and a few other
colourful fish such as the
lined rabbitfish.

Humphead Maori Wrasse

Blue-lined Rabbitfish
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We stay at Luncheon Bay overnight, not the most
comfortable anchorage in the chop, but we are
well placed the next day for a sail to Border Island
and Cataran Bay. It is a beautiful sail all the way.

We are lucky to pick up the only mooring left in
the bay - a bit small for us, but it will have to do.
Again we snorkel. The
visibility is better, the
soft coral interesting
and fish life quite
acceptable. Sue has
some fun which is
excellent.
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After the snorkeling, we decide to leave Cataran
Bay and pick up a mooring at nearby Dumbell
Island. The weather is right for an early morning
departure to the reef!

Sixband Angelfish are a favourite

Humphead Wrasse
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Return to the Outer Reef

T

o our delight we have two to three days of
10 to 15 knot easterlies. It is not ideal to be
at an exposed reef, but we decide to try our
luck. Nothing compares with an outer reef
experience: the colours, the clarity of the water,
the richness of the coral and fishlife, the
excitement of being seemingly anchored in the
middle of the ocean!
We decide to explore further than last time, to the
other end of Hook Reef, across to Line Reef and
Hardy Reef. A very deep natural channel runs
between the reefs. At 60+ meters in depth in the
channel compared to 12 to 20 meters outside, the
current is swift.

We enter the channel leading into Hardy Reef for a
short stretch then cut across the reef wall into Line
Reef to look for a suitable spot to anchor in 6 to 9
meters. We can’t find anything in less than 12
meters that allows a full 360 swing away from the
wall edge and numerous bommies. One of the
things we like to do is anchor reasonably close to
the coral so we can jump in the water from the
back of the boat. We also look for a spot that is not
too deep so that if the chain gets stuck in coral
heads, Wade can dive to free it.
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Cardinal marker at Line Reef

Beyond 8 meter depth it is not possible to reach
the anchor without dive gear. A catamaran is
anchored on the other side of the channel inside
Hardy’s Reef, but we are not interested in going
there. You have to cross an area called the
Waterfall, where current runs so swiftly it looks
like white water and you have to time your
entrance and exit with the tides. And in any case
this is too popular a spot for our liking, with
several commercial dive boats and motorized cats
ferrying their loads of tourists from Airlie Beach.

We therefore go looking for a spot at the northern
end of Hook Reef, but here too the depth is
greater than we want and we have to dodge too
many bommies. In
the end we return
to the southern side
of the Hook, not far
from where we
anchored last time.
It is always quite a
time consuming
exercise to find the
right spot. So much
is at stake when
you anchor at the
reef. You want to
have plenty of room
to swing, free of
bommies, be
reasonably close to
the dive spots and
ensure the anchor
is well and truly
buried. Dragging
anchor at the reef is not forgiving, neither is hitting
a coral head.
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After a fair amount of messing around, we manage
to find a spot we are comfortable with and suit up
for a snorkel.

The conditions are not as good as last time, with a
fair amount of chop and current, which makes it
harder to swim and even harder to stabilize for
underwater photos. It is tiring work, but we have
fun and certainly don’t regret coming here.
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We spend a night at Hook Reef. The breeze blows
at 10 to 15 knots all night. It is giggly and noisy
with water constantly slapping at the hulls. It really
is best to be at the reef in very light conditions.
Five knots makes a big difference!
We have another snorkel the next morning. Wade
rigs up a long line and buoy, so we have something
to grab hold of to return to the boat afterwards as
the current is strong. There are a few bommies in a
line, just like the Stepping Stones at Bait Reef! We
intend to swim around a few of them.
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And then we move the boat to Bait Reef, to show
Sue another reef.
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This is a spectacular site, with
the beautiful Stepping Stones
and their coral gardens really
clearly visible at low tide. This
time we pick up the furthest
mooring inside the platform
reef and instead of going
snorkeling around the
Stepping Stones, we explore
the reef at the back of the
boat. The coral there is quite
damaged, a lot of it just
rubble, but the fish life is
quite good. There is even a
Trevally under the boat that
befriends us, staying in the
shade of the hulls, not at all
perturbed by our pursuing it
for photos! It is really big,
over a meter long.
Another visitor is a lovely
little black-napped tern who has caught a pilchard
and takes a rest on our bows. We feel privileged.
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Sue is particularly enthralled by the fish life, and
unknowingly let herself drift further and further
away with the current. Fearing she will struggle to
get back to the boat and start heading to Hayman
Island without us, Wade puts the kayak in the
water and paddles out to ‘rescue’ her.

We keep playing hide and seek with the Trevally,
and thoroughly enjoy ourselves in these wonderful
surroundings. The colours are so vibrant! With the
forecast changed and the stronger weather not
coming until the next afternoon we decide to stay
out for another night. It is really special to find
ourselves on our lonesome
after all the other yachts and
commercial dive boats have
left. It is totally quiet except
for the water lapping at the
hulls. It is a little unnerving
too.
As we have got to expect, it is
not a quiet night, but
comfortable enough, and
when you are hooked up to a
big fat mooring, it is one less
thing to worry about.
We end up leaving Bait Reef
at dawn, grateful for the
mooring buoys to show us
the way out! In low light and
overcast skies you cannot see
the reef – a
dark shadow
in the water is
all you can
distinguish if
you are lucky,
and of course
you also rely
on your
navigation
software.
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Lucky break up the Cairn

I

t is our lucky day. We have a brisk sail back to
the islands from the reef as the wind picks up
to 20 knots during the morning. When we
reach the top of the Hook Passage one of the
only two moorings available at the Cairn
anchorage is vacated and we pick it up. Time for a
well earned
breakfast of
eggs and bacon,
then Wade and
I get ready for
the climb up
the Cairn, a
rock pinnacle
we could see
for miles.
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Because we start the
steep walk at about
11.00 am, the day
has already warmed
up and the climb is
hard work for me,
harder than the
Whitsunday Peak!
But it is worth the
effort as the view at
the top is stunning.
Being a less
frequented walk
than the Whitsunday
Peak, the track is a
little rougher, but
the vegetation more
interesting, with
ferns, hoop pines
and rainforest trees
with big buttress
roots.
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The climb in the heat has taken its toll on me and it
is with great relief that we make our way back to
the boat. Early in the afternoon we drop the
mooring and motor to the next anchorage to hide
from the strong winds. We opt to shelter at Cid
Island, behind Hill Rock, a little plum pudding like
rocky islet.

There we stay overnight, then we have a brisk sail
to Airlie Beach. We are nearing the end of our stay
in the Whitsundays. The forecast promises a few
days of northerlies and we want to start heading
south with them. Although
initially we had planned to
explore the southern islands
of the Whitsunday group, the
three of us enjoy the
snorkeling in pristine waters
and island hopping. So we
decide we should go straight
back to the Keppels and
Southern Great Barrier Reef
where we can enjoy much
nicer conditions than here. It
is time to provision the boat,
do a mountain of laundry,
and head off… but not before
ending our stay in the
Whitsundays with a sail to
Whitehaven Beach.
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The best till last

W

e could not have spent a month in the
Whitsundays without revisiting
Whitehaven Beach and Hill Inlet. Not
only is it the jewel of the Whitsunday
islands, but the site has a special meaning to us
since this is where our dear friend Lorraine wanted
to come to before she died ten years ago.
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She had an endless battle with cancer, but was
determined to sail the Whitsundays before leaving
this earth. Months before she asked Wade and I to
skipper a chartered catamaran, so she could spend
what turned out to be her last days in November
2008 with her dearest friends: us, Sue, as well as
swedish friends Ake and Kirstin. She did it… and
died a week later. Here is what we all enjoyed,
with a mix of awe and sadness in our heart:
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Southward Bound

W

ith four or five days of northerlies, we
leave Chalkies Beach on Friday 5
October. We are intending to do four
big hops to get back to the Keppels as
quickly as possible. They are each about 60nm, so
about 10 hours each day under spinnaker.
The full day sails are a bit tedious. We are
underway before 6.00am and go all day till about
4.30pm. Although Big O is flying, we need an
engine at times as the conditions are very light. It
is also very hot and uncomfortable in the cabin.
The first overnight anchorage is at Scawfell Island.
We mess about a fair bit looking for a decent
anchorage on the southern shores, but are not
happy there as it is deep and full of bommies,
contrary to what the guidebook says. We decide to
do a lap of the island and anchor at Refuge Bay, on
the northern side, stern to the shore. Being on a
lee shore, it is a bumpy night but we are safe with
all our chain out. That is until a cat arrives and
decides to drop its anchor right in front of us. A
stern call from me on the radio with a request to
move to the side of us and a reminder we are on a
lee shore has immediate effect. Some people have
no idea!
The second overnight anchorage is at Rescue Bay,
Middle Percy. We count about 18 yachts riding the
northerlies like us. A few more arrive later in the
evening. Some end up at Rescue Bay, others at
White’s Beach. We spend a quiet night there. We
get underway again at first light, witness a
beautiful sunrise and follow the fleet of yachts and
catamarans heading south. It is the big exodus!
Being Wade’s birthday, breakfast underway is a
feed of French crepes, complete with jam and
whipped cream!
Our third overnight anchorage is at Port Clinton.
We continue celebrating Wade’s birthday with a
nice dinner and sparkling Shiraz!
We reach Pumpkin Island near North Keppel on
the fourth night. Phew! Now we can relax, Bengie
can resume her morning walks, we can enjoy these
gorgeous islands and crystal clear waters.
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Dawn starts are always such a great spectacle!
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Part Six: Return to the Keppel,
Capricorn and Bunker Groups
Here are those two charts again:
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Because our insurance company Top Sail requires
us to be south of latitude 250S from 1 November
to 30 April, or at least wants us to enquire as to
their level of cover if we stay north during cyclone
season, we prefer to be below this latitude for this
season. We may well discuss what happens if we
choose to stay north next year, when we renew
our policy.
For now, this condition to our boat cover suits us.
The best snorkelling, the clearest of waters, the
most enjoyable part of our cruising thus far has
been in the Southern Great Barrier Reef and the
Keppels and although those areas are still north of
the magic coordinates, it is only a day sail south
from Bundaberg to be within the required region
by 1 November.
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With Sue on board till the end of October, we
figure this is where we want to spend the next few
weeks, and show her what cruising life is really
about! It will make her return to Sydney easy too
with direct flights from Bundaberg.

Back to Sloping Island

A

s soon as we reached the
Keppels after four days of
passage making from the
Whitsundays, we were
keen to jump in the clear waters
and go for a snorkel at Sloping
Island. We lucked out and picked
up the mooring in the lee of the
island and jumped in. The coral at
Sloping Island is varied and
although the fish life is not
abundant nor varied, the colours
and shapes of the soft and hard
coral are what really makes this
site. No big fish, mainly very small
ones, such as Damsels and our
favourite the Blackback and
Barrier Reef Anemonefish playing hide and seek
amongst its host.
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Anemonefish are amazing, they form a symbiotic
relationship with sea anemones. Their body is
covered with mucus which protects them from sea
anemone’s sting via an innate or acquired
immunity. They nestle among the tentacles, dive
deep in there to hide from danger.
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Back to Humpy Island

T

he best walk in the Keppels in our opinion
is the Ridge Walk at Humpy Island. It is not
too arduous and so we thought we’d get
Sue up there. The panoramic views are
fantastic and well worth a bit of effort.
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We played around at the top, taking multiple
series of photos to later stitch as panoramas. Each
panoramic image is made up of 5 to 8 shots
stitched together to give a good sense of the
terrific views of the Keppel Group.

Mind blowing Monkey Beach

W

ith the tide low after our walk
at Humpy Island, we headed
straight for Monkey Beach on
Great Keppel Island. This is a
mind blowing site because of its numerous
and varied schools of fish and it did not
disappoint!
On the way we made the very annoying
discovery that our anchor winch had given
up the ghost straight after our ridge walk at
Humpy. Before Wade could not raise all the
chain, the winch made ghastly grinding
sounds and stopped working all together,
seized by corrosion. He had to lift the rest
of the chain and anchor by hand. “Terminal”
he said. We will have to order a new one!
As we were hoping to go snorkeling at one
of the best spots in the Keppels at low tide,
we lucked out and picked up a public
mooring at Monkey Bay!
Wade tried resurrecting the Maxwell winch,
but had no luck and we called the Keppel
Bay Marina for a berth and for them to
order us a new winch! Ouch… $2200!
We made arrangements to spend the next
three days at the Marina, but for now,
having arrived at the mooring at 3.00pm, we
had it for the night!
Sue and I went for a snorkel just off the
boat. It was aboslutely magic. As Sue put it
“this was the best experience of her entire
life”. No sooner were we in the water that
we saw a turtle swimming past us, a first for
Sue. But what was most awesome was the
quantity of small and big fish swarming
around in schools. They surrounded us,
unafraid of us, darting together one way
then another.
It is hard to describe the feeling of being in
the midst of hundreds and thousands of fish,
being completed encircled, following a
highway of them snaking around the coral
heads, paddling through a wall of pullers!
You dare not make sudden moves, for fear
of scaring them off. So you relax and float
around watching and slowly swimming
through them.
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This particular shot really appeals to me. The one
yellow Damsel swimming against the flow of
hundreds of Pullers! Dare to be different and stand
out in a crowd I say… a bit like us on Take It Easy!
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Off to the Marina for repairs!

H

ave we told you the meaning of BOAT?
Bring on another thousand…. Actually in
this particular case it is a couple of
thousands!

We have to be grateful for small mercies.
The anchor winch did not fail when we
were offshore at the reef, a long way
away from safety and town. We were
able to order a new one and have it
delivered to the Marina the very next day.
The removal of the old defunct one went
surprisingly well and quickly. The new
model more or less fitted in the same
spot with some minor broadening of the
deck holes to fit the chain in the well. In
fact this would have to be the least fiddly
replacement we have made. You still have
to be a bit of a midget to fit in the anchor
locker, remove the old gear and install the
new one, but it all got done reasonably
painlessly and the new winch is the
shiniest fitting on deck!
We used our time at the marina well. We
caught up with other catamaran sailors
who follow us: Amanda and Neville on
Bossa Nova, a Fusion 40, and met up with
Marty and Brenda on Waterfront, another
Fusion 40. And of course we did lots of
washing, got a car to replenish food and
fuel, we were wallies with water at the
showers… the usual. And with my Dad
selling his flat in Toulouse, we had some
legal stuff to attend to with powers of
attorney. Doing this at any time is a
bureaucratic chore, but doing it when you
have limited internet access and no shore
transport is a pain to mail things off … so
is dealing with an upset sister who is over
dealing with my dad’s affairs. Anyway…
deep breath!
It was just fortuitous to be at the Marina at the
very time some wild weather came. Lots of rain,
lightning, destructive storms… The heavy weather
is continuing into next week and our planned
departure for the reef now has to wait for calmer
conditions.
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Back to the Keppels we go!

H

aving sorted out the winch, escaped the
worst of the storms and dealt with family
matters, we leave the Marina and head
off where we can sail to as we do not
want to motor into wind and chop. This means
sailing to Considines Beach on North Keppel Island.
We figure we and Bengie might enjoy the long
beach. We can also go for a walk up to one of the
lookouts.
The sail across is lively!
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We cop a huge downpour during the evening and
night, but wake up to calmer and sunnier
conditions the following days.
Skellum is anchored next to us. Sundowners is on
board TIE on the first night and on Skellum the
second night!
We enjoy a beautiful loop walk along the ridge
line, which shows how rugged North Keppel is, and
we wander along the lovely Considines Beach,
which we have to ourselves in the main.

Stone Curlew on Considine Beach

Views towards Pumpkin and Sloping Islands in the middle ground, and Great Keppel Island on the horizon.

Close up view of Pumpkin and Sloping Islands
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With the wind shifting to the northwest, we head
back to Great Keppel Island and decide to anchor
at our favourite snorkelling spot of Monkey Beach.
Sue is particularly keen to go back for more
amazing snorkelling.
We also take the opportunity to dinghy to the
main beach where lots of other boats are
anchored, but one in particular being Bossa Nova,
the Fusion 40 built by Neville and Amanda. We
first met them at Port Clinton, then at the Keppel
Bay Marina where we shared a meal. One of the
lovely positives of cruising is that you form
friendships really easily because you often have a
lot in common, understand one another’s lifestyle
and share similar interests. Amanda is a keen
photographer and snorkeler, has an Olympus TG4
for underwater photography and runs a blog on
Wordpress so the two of us have a few things to
connect with. Neville and Wade compare notes on
sailing performance, boat maintenance and the
like… Hearing about our plans to go south via the
Capricorn and Bunker Group in the Southern Great
Barrier Reef rather than the mainland coast way,
they are keen to tag along. So together we make a
reef hopping plan: we will head to North West
Island, Wistari Reef, Fitzroy Reef and Lady
Musgrave… staying there as long as the weather
allows.

Golden Travellies lurking under the hulls

Our first sighting of a Nudibranch

But for now, we have to wait for the right weather:
light variable or northerly conditions. So till then,
we enjoy another few snorkels at Monkey Beach!
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Birdwire Rockcod

Sixband Angelfish

Speckled Carpet Shark

Queensland Yellowtail Angelfish

Possibly a Speckled Wrasse

Scribbled Angelfish

And now a collection of Giant Clams, which is
Wade’s specialty. Their mantle is always striking.
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Magic time at the Capricorn and
Bunker Groups

T

he weather we were hoping for finally
arrives: light northerlies. Although it means
motor-sailing from the Keppels to the top of
the Capricorn Group on a beam run, we are
aiming for North West Island. We have a few days
to play with and intend to reef hop with Bossa
Nova as company. It is great fun to share
anchorages with them and we are well matched in
terms of sailing performance.
Our itinerary brings us to a stunning mix of reefs,
lagoons, coral cays and although we have been
there before in Take It Easy, we could never tire of
them. Interestingly, every spot you stop at and
visit is different both underwater and on land
where a coral cay is present. It is an absolute
highlight of our Coral Sea Cruise.
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Not photographed, but definitely imprinted in our
memory is seeing a Manta Ray fly out of the water
as we arrived.
On land, the bird life is abundant, particularly
noddies which are nesting, but there are lots of
other bird species. You also spot the tracks of sea
turtles in the sand as these are laying their eggs at
this time of year. Underwater, whether it be the
type of corals you see, the type and variety of fish,
each location is special, even the section you
choose to snorkel at can offer unique species to
observe. For our friend Sue as well as for us, this is
a very special time. Seeing her lap up the scenery,
the amazing colors, the marine and bird life is a
delight. Although she has limited energy given her
health, she pushes herself to see it all. “I don’t
want to miss out!” is her catch cry. And our
buddies on Bossa Nova, Neville and Amanda, are
obviously loving it too.

First Hop: North West Island
North West Island is the largest coral cay in the
Capricorn Group with surrounding reef, dense tall
pisonia forest, nesting turtles and seabirds.

North West Island is visible about 9 or 10 nm away. We are closer here.

Aerial of North West Island and its extensive reef
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During our walk around the cay, we see lots of
wildlife: noddies, bar-tailed Godwits, turtle tracks
and the most amazing group of Cowtail Stingrays
congregating in the shallows.
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And underwater, we spot fish species we had not
seen before: a particular type of Anemonefish, the
Bluespine Unicornfish, as well as familiar ones such
as the Moorish Idol and different types of
Butterflyfish.

The Clark’s Anemonefish in its beautiful host – these are quite deep in the water so hard to
photograph, but lovely to observe darting in and out of the tentacles.
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A very stern looking Bluespine Unicornfish. You can see the blue spines between its tail and body
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Blackback and Lemon Butterflyfish

The Moorish Idol is always a favorite with its extra-long trailing fin
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Second Hop: Wistari Reef
We are lucky enough to arrive at Wistari at low
tide and pick up a mooring alongside the reef,
while Bossa Nova picks up the mooring in the
passage between Wistari and Heron Island.

The reef at low tide

Aerial photo showing Wistari Reef on the right, Heron Island and its reef on the left and where Take It
Easy and Bossa Nova were moored
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One of the most amazing aspects of snorkeling at
Wistari Reef is the coral gardens, with an
incredible variety of vegetable like soft corals:
there are broccoli looking things, big leaves, brain
corals, soft sponges.
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And although we haven’t got the names of all
these beautiful corals, we soon will since on the
strength of the rich variety we saw, we are
ordering a coral identification book to help us.
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Yellow Boxfish – this is a young one

Headband Humbug and yellow Damsel

Threadfin Butterflyfish
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Third stop: The Heron Island Wreck
Just a dinghy ride away from Wistari, right next to
the coral cay of Heron Reef, is the wreck of
Protector, a gunboat that was sunk there to act as
a breakwater for
the tiny resort
harbour.

It is a good way to get an overview of the Acropora
fields without effort, but difficult for photography.

Snorkeling
around a wreck
is a novelty for
us. It harbours a
multitude of fish,
big and small,
including rays,
which are rather
inquisitive, reef
sharks, coral
trout, snappers,
a few turtles. It is
a very different
atmosphere,
with schools of
snappers taking
shelter along the
hulls.
It is really
interesting to
snorkel around
the wreck and
get inside,
underwater.
Initially we tie
the dinghy to
one of the rusty
beams near the
wreck to go and
explore around
the hull and
inside it.
Later we decide
to move away
and start
paddling towards
a coral bommie.
But the current is
Wade & Sue snorkeling at the wreck, helicopter flying in to Heron Island which you can just see on the right.
strong and it is
hard for Wadie
to drag the dinghy with him. So instead, he ties the
dinghy to his ankle and we let ourselves drift with
the current.
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Spotted Sweetlip
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Cowtail Rays can be very inquisitive, better to follow than be followed!
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Fourth hop: Fantastic Fitzroy Reef
We motor from Heron Reef to Fitzroy Reef,
followed closely by Bossa Nova. There is hardly any
wind and the ocean is like a millpond. Along the
way Noddies are assembling to fish.

We go through the narrow lagoon entrance. It is
an opportunity to take great photos of each other
and of the incredible mirror like water inside. It is
so calm that it is hard to tell where the water ends
and the sky begins on the horizon! Days like this
are special and breathtaking.
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And of course one of the real pleasures of Fitzroy
Reef is the coral platforms, the beautiful variety of
coral shapes, the multitude of smaller fish and the
reflections against the surface.

We see so many of our favourites: the
Anemonefish in its pink host, the elegant Moorish
Idols and their trailing fin and many others. Most
fish are small. No big pelagic ones here.

Pink Anemonefish, a new sighting for us, spotted and photographed by Wade

Stunning Moorish Idols and their spectacular trailing fin
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Humbug
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Forceps Fish
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Fifth and last stop: Lady Musgrave Lagoon
Because we are not sure of the four day forecast
and Sue has to get back to Sydney at the end of
this month, we decide not to linger at Fitzroy Reef
which is a two day sail to Bundaberg. Instead we
head for Lady Musgrave. If we are lucky and the
calm weather continues we will stay a few more
days at Lady Musgrave. It is not as good as Fitzroy
Reef as it is often crowded, but still better than
cutting our reef hopping journey short.
We are very lucky. We find that the southerly
change is coming later than originally foreast, so
our departure for Bundaberg can happen a little
later. This means three days of snorkeling in
different areas of the Lady Musgrave lagoon, and
opportunities for walks and bird watching on the
coral cay!
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The wonderful thing about Lady Musgrave is that
the lagoon is extensive and a large part of it is
navigable, unlike the Fitzroy Lagoon. So although it
is often very busy, you generally can get away
from the crowds if you are prepared to anchor and
be some distance away from the public moorings
and the coral cay. It is a small price to pay for
peace and quiet and a little more privacy too!
When we arrive, all the moorings are taken so we
go and anchor further out. We count about 25
yachts inside the lagoon!
We spend three days in the lagoon and find
different spots to snorkel at each time. Because it
is our last opportunity for the season, we go
multiple times a day! It is tiring but not
disappointing!
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Dusky Buterflyfish

Rainford’s Butterflyfish

Banded Sea Krait
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Bluespot Butterflyfish

Harlequin Tuskfish, a very hard one to photograph – thanks Wadie!
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Lady Musgrave is home to lots of Green Sea
Turtles who are breeding and egg laying at this
time of year. Although we see few tracks in the
sand, we do swim with quite a number of them in
the lagoon. Sea Turtles are beautiful to watch as
they swim, looking like they are flying.
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They will leisurely cruise and you can follow them
until they feel threatened and suddenly put the
speed on! No chance of keeping up with them
then, as they can flee at 30 km/h!

We even find out about a spot close to the coral
cay where a coral outcrop is used as a “cleaning
station”. Turtles swim to the flat bit of coral in the
middle of a sandy bottom, they settle on it, and
wait for the cleaner fish to do their job!
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This is a good opportunity to get close to them and
watch the action! These are our last photos of the
turtles and of the incredible marine life at the
Southern Great Barrier Reef.
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Back to the mainland

O

n Friday 26 October, we set sails for the
head of the Burnett River, near
Bundaberg, 55 nautical miles away.

We have a fast sail, passing a few large
catamarans… in fact we leave them dead in the
water, especially once we launch Big O!
The brand spanking new Leopard 50 might be very
spacious and luxurious inside, but it does not
perform well under sail! And neither do the
Lagoons.
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The speed and responsiveness of our beloved Take
It Easy compensates for the sadness of leaving the
Reef for the season.
Sue flies back to Sydney the next day and we leave
for Fraser Island on the Sunday, intending to sail
back to the Brisbane area over the following week.
We will remain in southern Queensland for a few
weeks, as we both attend to medical matters and
boat maintenance. It is not the best part of
cruising, but one that has to be done.

Epilogue

O

ur return below latitude 250S marks the
end of our 2018 Coral Sea Cruise, about a
1200 nautical miles adventure. It has
been a wonderful four months. Here are
some reflections from both of us, not in any
particular order.
Highlights
The clarity of the water, the absence of people,
the variety of the reefs and marine life all pointed
to the Southern Great Barrier Reef and Outer Reef
being the most satisfying destinations of all for us.
Sometimes the little things that surprise you are
what sticks in your mind as a special moment. ‘I
liked finding the Nudibranch and catching the big
fish’ says Wade. ‘I loved being seemingly anchored
in the middle of the ocean in a mill pond, not quite
sure where the water ended and the sky began’
says Chris.
It is nice to sail in company when boats are evenly
matched in terms of sailing performance. Our time
with Bossa Nova was great fun. Catching up with
cruising friends we had not seen in a while such as
Skellum and Sengo was also very nice.
One of the biggest pleasures of cruising is being
without a schedule and taking our time. Waiting
for the weather makes for much more comfortable
and safe cruising. It was also special to be able to
linger in places we enjoyed, rather than rush along
to the next region. The Keppels stand out as one of
those places that offered a lot of options, a relaxed
pace, beautiful scenery both above and under the
waterline.
Spending time snorkeling and taking underwater
photos is like being a wide-eyed kid again. There is
so much to discover, so much to learn, so much to
be in awe of. We both loved it. It is interesting how
we each focused on different critters and often
came back with different shots!
Feeling confident about our boat, enjoying its
sailing performance and relative comfort is very
satisfying. She is our cosy home and mode of
transport, and even though no matter how
pedantic we are with maintenance there is always
something to fix, we feel good about looking after
her so she looks after us.
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Learnings or Confirmations
It is good to have an HF receiver for weather when
in remote areas around Australian waters without
internet coverage.
10 to 15 knots of wind to go to the reef is OK, 0 to
10 is better. Little to no wind makes for amazing
water clarity for snorkeling, comfort on board at
anchor and far less stressful nights.
Just because the guidebook says there is an
anchorage, does not mean it will be one for you.
We went to a number of spots where the cruising
guide indicated it was fine, but we did not like the
anchorage, either because it was too deep, we did
not like the bottom, or it was not sheltered
enough. So it is always good to have a Plan B and a
backup C! Conversely, we discovered many spots
that did not appear in the guidebook and provided
perfectly fine shelter in deserted anchorages. It
pays to explore and use your own judgement.
Beware of the marine parks zoning. Being away
from the islands does not mean you can troll for
fish. There are many “Green Zones” which are
Marine National Park zones where any form of
take (fishing, collecting or extracting) is prohibited.
You can find yourself in the middle of a green zone
without realizing it and inadvertently do the wrong
thing. So always check the zoning charts. We heard
of another cruiser with their trolling lines out
getting photographed by a light plane… they even
waved from their deck and smiled for the camera.
They weren’t smiling when they received the
photo of their boat with the trolling line clearly
visible, GPS coordinates and a hefty fine of $2000+
for fishing in a green zone!
Be aware of how the tide is running so where
possible you have wind and tide working together
not against each other. This is especially the case
where there are large tidal differences of 6 to 8
meters between high and low water.
We were always fussy about swimming in murky
water, but are even more so now with the bout of
shark attacks. Although we did not go further than
the Whitsundays this year, as you head further
north, you also have to be mindful of crocs. Going
to remote areas where no help is available makes
us a lot more cautious about what we do and the
precautions we take.
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